MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
MONDAY, 26TH FEBRUARY, 1855.
PRESENT :-Mr.

Henty, in the Ohair; Mr. D' Arch, Mr. McCulloch.

Mr. P. R. Stevens examined.
1. Do you hold office asjerquer in the Customs ?-Yes.
2. Did lou make out the statement of the duties performed by the clerks attached to
the jerquer an comptroller of accounts' department, with a monthly average of the amount
done?-Yes. (Vide Appendix A. No.6.)
3. What are your own distinct duties ?-I superintend the clerks; I sign all books
examined, and everything of that sort, if they are right. Before any payment is made it is
sent to me, and I see that all the authorities are correct before the Collector signs, and that the
authority of the Governor is attached, except in cases of payments of less than five pounds,
and I see that all claims for salaries are authorized.
4. Do you check the quarter books ?-I do so, and make all additions and entries.
5. Are they all checked over ?-There is nearly a treble check upon the entries, and
if they are copied correctly must be right.
6. Who are the other parties that check the Collector's accounts; do the landing
surveyors check the accounts ?-They do not; they have no time to check the Collector's
accounts. The Collector keeps a cash book, and I am a check upon the Collector.
7. Who appointed you ?-Mr. Cassell appointed me as jerquer, with two clerks; and
on the 1st July, 1854, Mr. Childers appointed me comptroller of accounts, with four clerks
besides myself.
.
8. What general duties devolve upon you now which were not done before ?-Keeping
the revenue and contingent accounts; examining all revenue accounts of our own and of the
outports, and calling over the quarter books and sheets which I had not done before ; and
also the compilation of all statements called for by the Government, or Executive, or
Legislative Council.
·
9. Who performed the duty of checking the accounts before you were appointed?There was hardly any check at all.
·
10. There were many things not checked previously to July last ?-The accounts
were not completed. The quarter book and sheets were nine months in arrear when I took
the books.
11. Are you aware if the accounts were kept up previous to these nine months?They never were kept up; Mr. Cassell was so ill he could not possibly attend to it.
12. Before you took your office had the landing surveyor to check any of the
accounts which now devolve upon you ?-He bad not, except the revenue cash book, and to
call over the quarter book and sheets.
13. Did the landing surveyor or his clerk keep the cash book ?-His clerk kept the
cash book in Mr. Guthrie's time.
14. Will you be good enough to state the mode of proceeding with an entry coming
into the jerquer's hands ?-After the entry is computed by the cashier and the money
received, there are two copies sent to me by the cashier, my own copy and landing waiter's
warrant. I then take the landing waiter's warrant and compare it with my own copy. I
send the landing waiter's warrant down to the wharf. After that I check all the computations in my entries both as to strength of spirits and the amount of duty, and enter the
amounts in my cash book.
15. At the close of the day you put all entries into your book after computation?Yes.
16. What is then done ?-After the entries are ended for the day the computation is
checked, and after the totals are made up we put down not only the amount of duty on each
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entry, but shew the grand total of collections of the day, both contents and duty. The total
w~~~~~~;,. day's work is compared by me with the Collector's cash book and banker's receipt of the day,
Is.;:;.
and if these are correct they are marked as such by me. At the end of the month I check
my book with the Collector's book and bank book. At the end of the day we send a statement of the day's work to the Colonial Treasurer, with a cheque for the amount collected the
day before.
17. At what period do you call over the quarter book inward ?-The Collector's
quarter book inwards and sheets are called over once a week.
18. You said you are in arrears just now ?-Yes, we are about a month in arrear,
owing to a clerk being superseded.
19. In the statement made out in the Estimates you have six clerks ?-Yes, I.
had. In consequence, however; of two clerks having been taken from my department, it is
impossible to avoid getting into arrear.
20. You keep the cash book yourself, do you not ?-No, I do not; my clerk keeps it.
21. But you say you keep the book ?-No, I do not perform that duty personally; it
is kept by one of my clerks.
22. Are the particular duties mentioned done by yourself; do you make the entries
into the cash book ?-No, my clerk does that.
23. Do you examine any accounts personally ?-I do. After my clerks have entered
it I see every payment made correctly.
·
24. I wish to know what you do individually ?-My time is fully occupied, and I
could not possibly give an exact apcount of. all my duties;
25. You have the charge of all the accounts connected with your office ?-The
Collector takes my signature as proof that an account is correct.
·
·
26. It is scarcely possible for you to do everything in that department ?-I cannot do
everything, but I satisfy myself that it is all done. My time is nearly occupied· in making
out returns.
·
27. What returns ?-Compilations for the Council, and any returns that are in my
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28. rl'hese compilations consist of what ?-Of revenue returns, of departmental
returns, or of any for the Government.
29. In examining any book, do you go over the calculation yourself?-Not the whole
of it. I occasionally do it, and I always satisfy myself that the totals are correct, but I
cannot go over every separate item.
30. How do you satisfy yourself of that ?-By the computation.
31. Your clerk checks the cashier ?-Yes.
32. Is there another check in the long room to check the amount of duty ?-Decidedly.
33. Your work then is that of general supervision over the clerks in your own
department ?-Yes.
34. Be good enough to state the mode of examining the books. Have· you any
settled day for calling over the quarter book ?-Yes, every Saturday.
.
35. Does the Collector himself call it over ?-No, he never personally calls it over.
36. Who does it ?-My chief clerk.
37. Are the quarter book and sheets called over simultaneously ?-Yes. When I
have time I take the book myself, another clerk takes the sheets, and another one calls over
from the comptroller's entries.
38. Who initials these sheets ?-I do, and I mark and examine them, and the
Collector signs it.
39. The landing surveyors performed this duty some time ago ?-They did until the
1st of July.
·
.
40. How many clerks has the landing surveyor ?-One.
·
· 41. He never had more than one ?--No.
42. I think you stated you were formerly clerk with Mr. Guthrie?-Yes. Since Mr.
Guthrie left, the landing surveyor's book has never been kept so as to be an efficient check
upon the Collector's cash book until my appointment as comptroller of accounts. For
instance, from the 18th to the 31st January, 1854, both inclusive, the days were not made
up, some of them being cast up in pencil, and were made up in the month of August by my
clerk, Mr. Austen. From the 23rd to the 31st March, it was not made up efficiently,
and by the Collector's orders the book was finished.
43. You said it was not kept efficiently; was it kept up previously to those dates?-'It was.
44. Then how was it that this book came into arrears ?-From the immense pressu~e
of work.
·
45. For how long was it kept after Mr. Guthrie left ?-Until July.
46; You say that this book was never kept up as an efficient check until July last;
was it kept up before Mr. Guthrie left ?-It was as an efficient check.
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47. Can you account for its becoming an inefficient check?-I can.
t.:mltiu:u.etl,
48. Did business increase so very materially from January to July as to justify the 2-0th Fehrnru-y,
arrears ?-It did.
49. How did the arrears occur after. Mr. Guthrie left ?-From want of clerks.
50. Was there a reduction in the number of clerks after Mr. Guthrie left ?- I cannot
say ; some few might be ill.
51. But no general reduction of the staff took place ?-No, nor any increase until
January. .Allow me to state that the particular work of the landing surveyor's clerk was
always in arrear. The cash book was always an efficient check in Mr. Guthrie's time, but
the red books were in arrear.
52. These arrears were not brought up until the appointment of jerquer?-No.
53. And you could keep up the regular work with those hands in January, 1854 ?No, I could not, for I had always assistance from the Bay.
54. What do you mean by "from the Bay ?"-I mean the tide waiters who could
do clerks' work.
55. 1'his appointment of yours took place in July; were all the clerks in that office
appointed at that time ?-Yes.
·
.
56. Do you think the four clerks are not able to keep up the books ?-I am confident
lt_.iflfJ~
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57. There is less work now passing through the Customs ?-Very little less.
58. Do you examine the red books individually?-Very often I do. The first six
months I did scarcely anything else than get up arrears.
.
59. If you do not do it is it done by one of the other gentlCinen in your office?-Yes.
60. Does the second clerk examine the monthly revenue abstracts ?-No; I examine
them. All the business of the office passes through my hands.
61. You do not make it a practice to examine every particular ?-Oh, I beg your
pardon, I make an individual chec"k in all these cases. I see that all accounts are correct. I
do not simply sign my name, and take it for granted that they are so; I satisfy myself
they are right.
62. Do you make up your cash book monthly ?-I do.
63. How are the monthly abstracts made up ?-The monthly abstracts are made out
from my book, in my office; the total is compared with the Collector's total in his cash book
and the abstract sheet, and signed by me as correct. Then at the end of the month I have
a large book in which I enter my own monthly account, with the monthly account for each
department, and add the whole up to make the grand total for the statistical account.
64. Why does not the land!ng surveyor perform these duties ?-Because he cannot
attend effectively to them on account of the pressure of other business.
65. By supposing he had the assistance of clerks would he be able to do it ?-Even
with clerks there would not be the same check as now.
66. What is your mode of proceeding in keeping an account of your transactions
with the Treasury?-The daily collections are paid into the bank to the Collectors' account
in the bank. It is drawn out the next morning and forwarded to the Treasury \vith the
daily statement. .
67. Do you send these Mcounts to the Auditor?-No; the monthly account is sent
to the Audit Office.
.
68. You mention in this statement the " authority book" -is that a book in which
authority is recorded for the payment of monies?-Yes.
69. Do you find the imprest system rather a cumbersome matter? would it not
relieve the labour of the department if it could be got rid of?-Yes, it would be a very great
~~

.

70. Would it not be a very great improvement in the present system if all payments
on account of salaries, or drawbacks of duties, repayments and other contingencies, were
made at the Treasury, upon the requisite documents and vouchers being certified by the Collector, and having been passed through the Audit Office to the Treasury ?-I think it would
be a very great improvement on the present system,. and would be a saving of two efficient
clerks.
71. Have you any instructions respecting your duties ?-No; I never had any. I
have no printed instructions.
·
72. Are the blue books lodged in your office ?-They are, both blue books and
outward papers.
'73. Do the outport returns come through you ?-Every thing comes through my hands.
74. How are monies collected at the outports disposed of?-Where they can they
are paid to the Treasury. They send monthly abstracts down to me with Sub-treasury
receipts added.
75. What is an "authority book ?'.'-A book authorising payments of any money
whatever.
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76. And pay abstracts are made out in your office ?-They are.
77. What are overtime accounts ?-They are accounts of the sale of all goods
remaining in wharehouse over six months.
78. Do not those fall within the department of the warehouse keeper ?-He checks
the account of goods for sale before they are sold.
79. Does the Collector keep the nccount ?-No, I keep the account.
80. What is the" fine and penalty book ?,-A book containing an account of all
forfeitures from ships.
81. Who fines them ?-The Collector.
82. He has power to collect fines ?-He has, in slight cases of boats or anything of
that sort.
Mr. James Glen examined.
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83. What office do you hold. in the department of Customs ?-Inspector of imports
a.nd exports.
84. Will you be good.enough to detail what you do individually each day ?-My
daily routine. Of course I go over everything in my department as there is occasion for
me. I sometimes attend to one part of the accounts, and sometimes another. It is,
therefore, difficult to say what I individually do in a day.
85. Are the Board to understand that you have only a general supervision of
clerks ?-I work harder than any of my clerks.
86. You have a book of imports shewing the different articles and the countries from
which ·they are imported, and distinguishing those brought in British ships from those
arriving in foreign ships ?-Yes. My rough book I post direct from the Collector's entries.
87. Who does that ?-I do it unless I am busy with other work, in which case I give
it to one of my clerks to do. I complete the accounts from. the Collector's entries, and used
to do all that myself; but, as I am busy in making up the quarterly accounts for at least
three weeks in a quarter, I employ some other clerk to post the entries into the books whilst
I am bringing up the lee.
88. You complete an account of imports in the ordinary course of your business?Yes.
89. Is it the clerk at £400 per annum in your department who makes up the account
of exports ?-Yes, and he also takes an account of shipping inwards and outwards.
90. How many clerks do you require in your office ?-I require two clerks beside
myself-the one at £400 a year, and one at £250 a year, with the Bill of Entry clerk at
£300 per year, givi:ng occasional help when I need it.
91. Have you any control over the clerk who prepares the Bill of Entry ?-This
party was told to make himself useful in the office in ariy way that he could.
92. And that is one clerk in· your department ?-Exactly. He comes under my
orders, and I am held responsible for the correctness of his work as well.
93. Then that other clerk, put down on these contingencies in the estimates, ought
not to have been here ?-Yes; it requires one clerk for the Bill of EQtry, which is altogether
different in form, though the same in substance with our own trade accounts which are
transmitted to the ComiJlissioners of Customs. It has nothing to do with the Customs
department. It requires one clerk to compile the Bill of Entry, but he can generally spare
two hours a-day for other work, as he has never any back work. If I could make use of the
clerk who compiles the Bill of Entry I could carry on with two hands besides myself; but as
it is quite impossible, it would be much more comfortable to have three than fewer, as then
it would be possible to enjoy an occasional leave of absence by .way of relaxation.
94. How long have you been in office ?-Since July, 1852. I was clerk in the long
room, responsible simply for my own work; and another gentleman attended to the exports,
while at first I had the imports. That was before this was made into a separate department :
and now I manage the stat~stics of imports, and another clerk the exports.
95. How long did the first arrangement continue ?-Until the commencement of
1854.
96. Did it go on satisfactorily during that time ?-Yes; we had no very heavy duty
until then.
97. Were there any arrears up to that date ?-No; none excepting what were necessarily unavoidable.
·
98. Since the division in the management of this branch it is requisite to have two
Clerks ?-Yes, I require two clerks.
99. How do you account for the increased work ?-It has arisen partly from the
increase in our exports. In 1853 the whole imports for the co1mtry were £15,842,637, of
which £14,095,047 were imported into Melbourne; in 1854 the imports into Victoria were
£17,720,307, and into Melbourne ·alone, £15,250,565. The exports in 1853 were
£11,061,543; and in 1854 they were £11,775,204; but of this sum there were exports of
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gold amounting to £8,255,550, and wool, £1,618,114; to record which scarcely any clerical
assistance whatever is required.
100. Then' the extra hands you consider requisite, not from any separation of this
department from the general office, but on account of additional work ?-It was solely· in
consequence of the increased imports and exports, and the frequency of the increased
information required by the mercantile community.
101. But this clerk in the export department cannot be fully employed ?-No, he is
part of his time employed on the business of the long room, and has only been sent into my
office lately.·
.
102. Then, practically, until lately you had only one clerk ?-Only one strictly my
own, and then the export clerk was not in my office .
103. But this export clerk was naturally under your control ?-Yes, usually so, but
what part of his time was taken up in superintending the export department, and what
effectual aid he gave them in the long room, I have not the means of knowing.
104. The imports require more labour to obtain the results than the exports ?-Yes;
there is much more difficulty in arriving at the amounts in the import department than occurs
with the exports. I should say there are ten times the number of figures to wade through
in the imports than are necessary to obtain the result of the exports.
105. Then you manage the imports yourself with the assistance of one clerk ?-Yes,
with occasional assistance.
106. Who signs all these returns when they go the commissioner of Customs ?-I
satisfy myself of their correctness and initial them, and the Collector then signs them.
107. Having no personal knowledge of their correctness ?-Yes; he depends upon
me for 'their correctness.
108. Have you got an export account form to shew us ?-No, I have not brought one
with me.
·
109. The Collector does not call your account over with the book ?-No, I am
responsible for everv thing.
110. The Collector does not call over the copies of the accounts of i:mports and
exports with the books in which the are recorded ?-No, he does not; I do that myself.
Adjpurned to eleve·n o'clock to-morrow.

TUESDAY, 2,7TH FEBRUARY, 1855.
:-Mr. Henty, in the Ohair; Mr. D' Arch, Mr. McCulloch,
Mr. Charles Baeyertz examined.
111. What office do you hold in the Customs ?-Chief clerk.
112. How long have you held that appointment ?-I think my duties commenced on
the 9th February, when I went into the Collector's room.
113. Had you previously held any appointment in, the Customs ?-I was warehousekeeper for better than three years prior to that.
.
114. Will you state what your duties are as chief clerk ?-All the correspondence
passes through my hands before going to the Collector, and returns of all descriptions.
115. Is there not a branch expressly for conduct~ng the correspondence ?-There is a
clerk who registers the letters sitting in the same office.
116. Will you detail your duties to the Board. You say you have the charge or the
whole of the correspondence ?-Yes.
117. Have you the charge of the correspondence, or does it merely go through your
hands ?-All the letters pass through my hands before going to the Collector.
.
118. Letters arriving and letters leaving ?-Yes.
119. What other duties have you to perform ?-To check the receipts in the long
room by the Cashier, and all vouchers and accounts coming from the Jerquer's office to be
signed by the Collector; to amend manifests in the absense of the Collector, and to sign the
registers of shipping.
120. By amending you mean to allow the Masters to amend ?--,.Precisely so.
121. The Registrar does not sign the registers of shipping then ?..,....No, he does not.
I have also generally to act for the Collector during his absence, and he is frequently away
for half the day to attend to his other duties.
122. How many clerks have you ?~There are two connected with the correspondence,
in the Collector's room.
123. You have a rull knowledge of the correspondence branch, and exercise a
supervision of it as it were?-Yes.
125. You have had a general supervision of the indoor departments throughout?Yes. I have to exercise a general supervision over the whole, but do not interfere with the
jerquer's or landing surveyors' dtlpartl!lents.
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126. Do you consider the jerque~'s department under yo~ supervision ?~No, I do not.'
127. You confine yourself to the long room ?-The long room, the Collector's room
and warehousekeeper's.
'
128. What clerks are there in the Collector's room ?-There are the two spoken of as
the correspondence clerks.
. 129. Is it only the correspondence clerks that are in the Collector's room?That is all.
·
130. Do you open all correspondence ?-No; the gentleman who registers them
.
opens them first.
·
131. Is he one of those clerks ?-Yes.
1q2. He opens them and submits them to you ?-He dockets them, and they then
come to me, and I endorse upon them what is requisite and then lay them before the Coilector
'
and he directs what answer shall be given.
133. You submit your view of what answer should be given for the Collector to give
· ·
his final instructions upon ?-Yes.
.
134. You have said in your statement of duties that you exercise a check upon the
cashier's proceedings, what is the nature of that check ?-The nature of that check is to
· check the whole of the day's entries with the entries in his cash book.
'
135. Who makes the entries in the Collector's cash book ?-Mr. Howden.
. 136. Are they made in your office, or in the long room ?-'l'he entries are all made
by him in the cash book in the long room.
137. Is Mr. Howden in the Collector's room, or the long room ?-The long room.
138~ You say that the check you excercise over· the cashier is to see that he has
properly carried to account the entries ofthe day into his cash book?-That is all.
139. Do you go over the computations again ?-No.
140. You do not keep any books of account yourself?-No.
.
141. Your duties are those of a kind of acting collector when the Collector is
absent ?-Yes.
142~ Are the number of letters passing from the office numerous ?-They are.
· 143. Are they mostly connected with the town or the outports ?-'l'here·are a great
number connected with both, but the correspondence with the town is heavy.
144. On what subjects principally ?-Principally connected with shipping matters,
importations, and so on.
·
145. Can you give the Board any instances of the kinds of letters that pass. It is
stated in this document (Vide Appendix .A., No. 3) that there have been 325 letters
received in the month of January, 1855 ?-That is the number.
146. When a master wishes to amend his report, is any written requisition made?No?
147. How many of those 325 letters do you suppose had reference to Melbourn~
itself?-! should say 100 of them, but I cannot speak with any degree of accuracy, because
L have not had time to look back "ver the correspondence.
148. Do you think that any portion of this correspondence arises from any difficulty
being experienced in getting access to thfl Collector ?_:-No; I think not.
149. Are they letters upon questions arising in the way of any disputes between the
merchants and the department ?-No.
·
150. What can the subjects of them be ?-There is the correspondence with the
Government, the Colonial Secretary, and the Auditor General. There is a great amount of
correspondence connected with tbe Government departments. There are continual references
to the Governor-letters about fines and seizures, and one thing and another. All those go_
through the letter box, and that swells the number of letters very much.
151. You say you think about 100 of the 325 originate in town-how many of those
100 do you suppose to belong to the Government or be in connection with the Government ?-I should say a.bout twenty. I should think so.
152. Can you give the Board any idea of what those letters are about-have you
looked over them ?-I counted them when I went into the office-it struck me the correspondence was rather large.
.
·
153. Did you notice the addresses of the letters ?-No, I had not time for that.
154. Has your predecessor left the Custom House ?-The former chief clerk is m
the Custom House now as an agent.
155. He ·has just lately left ?-The Collector has had no chief clerk for about ~
twelvemonth-not since Mr. Mullaly left and began business as a Custom House agent.
156. Then yours is a new appointment altogether of chief clerk ?-It was always
an appointment until the present Collector held the appointment in abeyance.
157. Did not Mr. Mullaly take the cash in the long room ?-He did, but I think he
had nothing· to do with the correspondence; he was not in the Collector's room.
158. Will the superintendence of the correspondence take up much of your time?-
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Yes, it is a continual round-it takes up a good deal of time, and there are a vast number
of returns called for that occupy a great deal of time.
159. Of what nature ?:-Statistical returns, ordered by the Legislative Council.
160. Does the Collector take the report of masters of vessels inward and outward
when he is in the Custom House ?-No.
161. Who does that duty ?-The clearing clerk.
162. Both inward and outward ?-Yes.
163. ln case of any dispute with a merchant as to any matter· he may have with the
Custom House, does he see the Collector, or to whom does he apply ?-If he wishes to see
the Collector he can always see him.
164. In the event of any dispute between a clerk in the long room and a merchant,
to whom do they come ?-'£hey would come to me n~;>w; before my appointment they· would
· have gone to the Collector.
165. Now the Collector sees no one except upon a special request ?-He will see any
one that requires to see him.
166. In case of any dispute you are the party referred to ?-In his absence I have
been the party directly referred to; when he is there the parties see him-he is always
·
accessible.
167. When returns are called for, is the preparation of them turned over to the
Inspector of Imports and Exports ?-It depends upon whether they refer to his department
or not.
168. All statistics relative to the· .trade of the Colony must be in his department,
must they not ?-Yes, but there are returns of goods in bond which would be in the
warehousekeeper's department; he would have nothing to do with that.
169. Is not that published for the information of the public ?-It is published weekly.
170. In the Bill of Entry ?-No, by itself; it is an account of stock in bond and
deliveries during the week, with the balance remaining in bond.
171. It is embodied in the Bill of Entry ?-Yes.
172. The jerquer's office you say is entirely distinct from your department ?-Yes.
173. You do not call over with the jerquer ?-No; one clerk keeps the Collector's
quarter book, and the sheets too, and very heavy work it is; in fact they have all enough to do.
17'4, What are your hours ?-From nine to four o'clock. ·
175. Are the clerks usually free to leave at four o'clock?-Yes; with some past
exceptions.
176. Do you continue the plan of keeping appearance sheets in the office for the clerks
to sign when they come on duty and sign off?-That was adopted by Mr. Childers: Mr.
Cassel did away with it.
177. Who has the checking of that; does one of the superior officers initial it?It is carried before the Collector and he initials it; or, in his absence, it is brought before
me ; the appearance sheet for the landing waiters on the wharf is brought up likewise.
178. Is the appearance sheet for the indoor brlrich in charge of one officer in the
long room ?-Yes ; the clearing clerk.
179. Under the head of the work to be performed in the cashier's branch, iu this
statement, there is " To countersign daily and monthly the comptroller's cash book." Only
the Collector does this, does he ?-The cashier does that.
180. And the comptroller does the same to your cash book?-Yes.
181. What is the object of the Collector, or a person on his behalf, countersigning
the comptroller's book ?-The comptroller is a check upon the Collector.
182. But then you make the Collector a check upon the comptroller ?-I do not
exactly see the object of that, except to show mutual agreement.
183. You have been understood to say that the duties performed by the late chief
clerk are now divided ?-The late chief clerk, I believe, simply took the money; he
was the Cashier.
184. He only performed one part of his duty as chief clerk ?-In a large port like
this I should think it utterly impossible for one person to do both duties.
185. Is it the gentleman .at £600 a-year who acts as cashier?-Yes; you will
understand that that is not a new arrangement; he has been receiving the cash for a long
period past, when there was no chief clerk appointed.
186. Did he perform your duties beside those of cashier ?-No.
187. Under the old system, who did the duty when the Collector was absent? Who
acted for him ?-The landing surveyor, under the old system.
188. Up to the time of your appointment; before the institution of a separate office
of chief clerk ?-Yes; when Mr. Mullaly was chief clerk, his duties were almost exclusively
confined to taking the cash, I think he did hardly anything beyond that.
189. Do you say the landing surveyor acted for the Collector when he was absent?
If he happened to be in; if not, I think :Mr. Mullaly was referred to.
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190. Did not Mr. Mullaly do the duty that you are doing combin~d with receiving
? I
. ly answer th at question, because I had not· an intimate
t he cash .
- cannot .d'rstmct
knowledge of it at that time, but I think not.
191. You were not in the same office.?-No, my branch was quite distinct as
warehousekeeper.
·
192. There was one year before your appointment during which there was no chief
clerk, or rather your office is a new appointment?-A new arrangement.
193. Were there always four cle1·ks in the cashier's branch ?-I think in Mr.
:Mullaly's time there were always that number.
194. There are only three set down here ?·-Yes.
·
195. Are the Board to understand that under the new arrangement there is no
additional clerk, and no addition to the cashier's branch, supposing you to be the head or
chief clerk ?-No other additions have been made to that branch.
196. Only the chief clerk of the cashier's branch is now acting with a general
supervision of all the clerks in the long room, and he also acts for the Collector?-Yes,
during his absence.
197. How many clerks are there in the cashier's department besides yourself?Three.
.
.
.198. Before your appointment how many clerks were there in the cashier's department ?-T}free, at the .time of my appointment.
199.. Then yours is an addition to the number as chief clerk ?-Yes.
200. It is an additional clerk ?-Yes; the·clerk who was there, Mr. Munro, is the
warehousekeeper now; he was there then; there were three then, four now ; Mr. Munro
exchanged with me.
. 201. Then it is not a new appointment; it is only an exchange? -There is a chief
clerk when there was not one .before for a twelvemonth prior; there is no increase in
numbers except as regards myself.
'
202. The chief clerk formerly took the cash and did that alone ?-Yes.
203. There is now a gentleman at £600 a-year who takes that cash, and that
alone ?-Yes, and one of the clerks who was assisting him in taking the cash is made
warehousekeeper.
204. Was any person put in his place ?-Yes, Mr. 11orris.
205. Under the old system in the cashier's branch there were three clerks-one Mr.
Mullaly, one Mr. Howden, and.oneMr. Munro?-Yes; Mullaly, Munro, Davies, Howden,
and Heniby.
206. Of these Mr. Mullaly was chief?-Yes.
207. He resigned ?-Yes.
·
208. Who was put in his place ?-No chief clerk was appointed.
209. When Mr. Mullaly went, who came in his place: under the old system, was not
the sole establishment four clerks, Mr. Mullaly being chief?-I think that was the number.
210. And now, instead of l!'he first clerk acting as chief clerk, a separate appointment is made of yourself as chief clerk?-Yes.
211. That makes four ?-Yes.
212. Then yours is an addition upon the old system ?-I should say so, of the system
at the time of my appointment.
213. Is it or is it not so-is· not the chief clerk an additional appointment, which
causes the addition of one clerk to that branch of the department as it stood before, under
the old system, were there not three clerks in the cashier's branch ?-Yes, at the time of
my appointment.
· 214. That was before this new appointment ?-Yes.
215. Now there is a chief clerk appointed for all ?--Yes.
.
216. Does not that cause an additional clerk to that branch ?-You must consider
me as the additional one as far as relates to the number in the branch at the time of my
appointment.
217. Under the old system, the first clerk at £600 did a great deal of the duties
which you perform ?-I am not aware that he did.
218. Do either of the landing surveyors exercise any check whatever upon the
Collector's accounts ?-No.
219. Does Mr. Tyler write all the correspondence ?-No, he does not; he registers
it, and occasionally writes.
.
220. What do you me.an by registering the correspondence ?_:_Every letter as it
arrives has a number put 'on it, and the date stamped on it, and the subject matter is put
shortly in red ink-that is, docketed.
.
221. Are these all his duties, just to register letters ?-Yes; and occasionally tcY
popy letters.
.
222. There are three clerks in the corresponding branch ?-Yes ; two ~nd a boy ;
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223. Who writes the correspondence ?-The Collector drafts the letters generally,
•
and sometimes I draft them.
224. You have also a general control in the corresponding department, and you have
two clerks besides ?-Yes.
225. What does the first clerk at ·£500 a-year do ?-He registers the letters by
putting the number of the lett.er and stamping the date of the receipt ; and he puts an
abstract of the contents at the top in red ink.
226. That is the whole of his duty, is it ?-He occasionally copies letters if we are
busy, and he has also a great many other things to do.
227. What are they ?-It is impossible to define these things.
228. The other clerk at £350 a-year, what does he do?-He copies the letters fairly,
and the boy used to copy them into the letter book.
229. You mean by copying fairly, writing the letters from the rough drafts for the
Collector's signature ?-Yes.
230. One clerk at £250 a-year seems quite inadequate for copying the quarter books
and sheets?-It is very heavy work; it is too much work to expect one clerk to do.
231. And it is the lowest salary in the indoor depa~tment ?-Yes. .
.
232. Who keeps the outward quarter books ?-I do not know.
233. Is there a book of that kind kept ?-No; I think it is done away with.
234. A book in which all the contents of the vessels-the exports, are inserted ?-It
is done away with.
235. There is an account kept there of the exports in bond, and that is very important as a check upon the warehousekeeper' s. register?-Yes ; there is another important
account done away with, viz., the warehousekeeper's register of quarterly balances, but that
has not been done away with by Mr. Childers, it was done away with by Mr. Cassell; he
did not consider it necessary, it gave too much labour, and took too much time; it was done
away with at the end of 1852. ,
.
236. You say it is impossible for one clerk to keep the quarter books and sheets?That is my opinion.
. 237. It cannot be impol'!sible, if it is done ?-The clerk who had it before could not
do it, he got into arrears, and the one keeping it at present has some of his arrears to fetch up.
238. Is he keeping it up now ?-No, it is not up yet; the book is nearly up, but not
the sheets.
239. Is this. gentleman keeping it up now ?-The arrears left behind by the other
person are up, or nearly so.
240. There are no fresh arrears ?~No; he is fit to do the work, he is quite efficient;
but I think it is too much to expect from one clerk.
241. Have you occ:tsional clerical assistance in the office ; does one branch assist
another occasionally ?-Yes, whenever it is required, if there is a pressure.
242. Is there a contingent cash book kept in the Collector's office ?-The Collector's
contingent cash book is kept in the long room.
'
243. Do you consider it any part of your duty to superintend the j:llerks in the long
room ?-To overlook them and see that their work is up, and to see that they do their duties
properly.
244. The duties of·the landing surveyor do not come under your cognizance in any
way ?-No; he used to assist the Collector when he was in the way.
245. With reference to fines, how do fines arise ?-They arise in this way. If a
master has to amend his manifest, if it is a glaring case, and the ship has been entered for
some days past, then the Collector probably would inflict a fine ; they also arise on seizures
where the goods are given up on the payment of a fine. All these fines, when the Collector
thinks it proper to inflict them, are submitted to the Lieutenant Governor for his approval.
246. At the end of the day the cashier pays the revenue collected into the bank?Yes, it goes into the bank, and then the next day it goes into the Treasury.
247. You do not pay it direct into the Treasurer's account at the bank?-No.
248. Is there any reason why it is not paid direct to the Treasurer ?-I do not know
the reason why it should not be paid direct to the Treasurer.
249. Do not you think it might just as well be paid at once to the Treasurer, and
·with great advantage?-Yes.
250. The Collector of Customs keeps an account at each bank?-Yes; at the Bank
of Australasia, and the Bank of Victoria, and it is paid in to his account there for the day.
251. And drawn out the next morning and paid to the Treasurer ?-Yes.
252. Also into a bank ?-No; Treasury direct.
253. Has there not been a large amount of money paid to several of the officers for
overtime work during the last twclvemonths?-A large amount, I believe.
CuaToMa.-d".
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254. ·Can you give the Commission any idea how much ?-I should think it mus·t be
a sum exceeding probably £ 2000 ; but I am speak ing f rom no actual knowledge ; I am now
speaking from what an officer told me he got himself.
255. How rriuch may that have been ?-I was told by an officer that he made £1500.
256. Was he a tide waiter ?-No, a superior officer; but I would rather you should
apply for information to the party himself.
·
257 .. Do you know the system upon which those gentlemen work the outdoor branch ;
supposing a ship requires additional hours, the landing waiter and the landing surveyor are
both paid ?-If the~e are bonded goods on board they are. ·
258. Where does this additional rJay come from ?-It is paid by the merchants and
owners of the ships.
·
259. Is a note of that over time kept in the contingent cash book ?-Yes.
260. What is the amount of the charge made ?-The landing waiter gets 6s. an
hour, and the landing surveyor lOs., and the weigher 3s.
261. And the tide waiter, how much ?-I do not think they allow them over time in
the bay; I will not be positive ; the weighers would perform duty here in over time.
·
262. Ho'v much will it cost a ship an hour to work extra time ?-19s. an hour for
bonded goods.
263. Who collects that pash for over time ?-It is collected by Mr. Grigg, in the
long room.
264. That is the contingent cash ?·-Yes.
265. There is in this statement "Produce of over time, wharf goods"-what doe~
that mean ?-Those are goods which remain upon the wharf where the owners cannot be
found, and, under a local Act, the Collector is allowed to dispose of them after a certain
•
period.
266. That is, after they have laid upon the wharf over time?-Yes.
267. You were warehousekeeperfor how long?-From the beginning of the year 1852.
268. Are there three clerks in that department now ?-Yes, there are three.
269. As warehousekeeper, what was vour particular duties individually ?-I was
hardly more than a chief clerk in that department; the duties were so onerous, and the
assistance so inadequate, that I was constantly employed myself in all the general duties of
the department.
270. Did you keep the warehousekeeper's register yourself?-That was discontinued
by 1\'lr. Cassell at the close of 1852.
271. What was substituted ?-There is no substitute for it.
272. What kind of book is kept there at all ?-The stock books. I make use of the
term stock books to distinguish them from what is properly known as the register, containing
the account of quarterly balances, as the stock books are called registers now. The stock
book has columns ruled for the date of entry, the name of the ship, the master, from whence
she comes, the bonded mark, columns for the full ullage and strength, and then a column
for the deliveries, as they are delivered, the date of the delivery, and the number of the home
consumption or export warrant is entered in that column.
27 3. And these are kept open until the whole stock is delivered. under each mark ?-Yes.
274. And are not balanced every quarter ?-No.
275. Then you have really no check now as to the quantity in bond ?-Yes, the stock
has been taken twice since Mr. Childers has been Collector.
2'76. And compared with the stock book ?-Yes; the lockers at each warehouse were
called upon to deliver in an account of the stock in bond according. to their own book. The
account so prepared by the locker was examined with the warehousekeeper's book, referring
to wherever the mark might be in our st<;ck books from the account given by the lockers.
After it had been so compared, we then took the stock book and went through it to see
whether the lockers had omitted any goods, and we found in several instances that errors of
that kind had crept in ; the accounts so examined were marked in our stock books correct
up to that date ; the locker's account .as checked was then handed over to the landing surveyors, and the landing surveyors appointed an officer to go round to the warehouses and
check the actual stock with this account.
·
· 277. And were there any discrepancies found ?-A great many discrepancies; but
discrepancies arising from what I may term an overworked period ; in one instance there was·
a heavy discrepancy found.
.
278. You say that you mark all the warrants as correct; supposing a person were to
take out a cask of spirits, do you certify to the correctness of the original gauge ?-Yes; I
certify the quantity and strength; the party who presents that entry then takes it into the
long room and there pays the duty.
·
279. Upon the original gauge ?-Upon the gauge as it stands in the book.
280. That is the gauge in ?-Yes.
.
281. And if he wishes to have it regauged he takes it down to the landing waiter?-
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certify to the contents according to the officer's statement of the regauge.
282. The requisition for a regauge goes to you first, you certify as to the particulars of the cask, then it goes down and is regaugecl by the landing waiter at the warehouse,
and comes up, and the merchant p:~ys the duty upon the regauge ?-Exactly; we keep the
regauge.
,
283. Is it not attached to the comptroller's entry ?-No; we kept it as a voucher for
waste in our stock book.
·
·
284. Do these discrepancies that you have spoken of still exist ?-No; everything
was done to clear them off. We arranged them as fast as we could after we met with them.
285. You have no reason to suppose that there are any great deficiencies now in the
warehouses ?--No; there was such a searching enquiry established about all the warehouses.
286. You have now nothing to do with the warehousekeeper in your capacity of
chief clerk ?-Nothing beyond the usual surveillance of his department.
287. Whom does he refer to ?-He would 'refer to me upon any points of authority,
either if the Collector were there or if he were absent.
288. Does he refer to you as being his predecessor and therefore knowing the duties
of the office, or because of your position as chief clerk ?-According to my position of chief
clerk.
289. Whether the Collector were present or not he would refer to you ?-Yes.
· 290. The Board are to understand that the system of the warehouse register as
directed to be followed by the Board of Customs, has been abolished ?-Yes.
291. So that the account of each lot of goods is not balanced quarterly ?-No.
292. Therefore you are unable to furnish a copy of the quarterly register to the
Auditor ?-Certainly.
293. Therefore it is out of the Auditor's power to compare the warehousekeeper's
account with the Collector's quarter books ?-He cannot, he can only check computations;
that is all.
294. Consequently it is out of the power of the Auditor to see either on one side
from the register, or on the other from the quarter books, if the warehousekeeper has taken
credit, without authority, for the delivery or issue of a cask of spirits ?-No account is
furnished him by which he ~ould check on those points.
·
295. You know that a similar warrant will be entered in the Collector's quarter
book inwards as the warrant to the warehousekeeper to issue a cask of spirits from the
warehouse ?-Yes.
296. In fact, the Collector has a copy of the entry for the delivery of the goods from
the warehouse, and the warehousekceper has the warrant ?-Precisely.
·
297. Also as regards exports, in consequence of the abolition of that plan established
by the Board of Customs, it is presumed that the Auditor has no means of checking the
exports from the warehouse ?-No.
298. You do not know that an outward quarter book even is kept ?-No, it is not
kept.
299. What is the plan adopted for sampling~do they get any order from anybody,
and in whose presence is the sampling performed ?-They present an application for a
sample to the warehousekeeper; he refers to his books, and on finding that the mark,
number, and so on agree, he initials it, and it is then granted and signed on behalf of the
Collector.
300. And comes back to you again ?-No, then it goes to the warehouse.
301. It goes to the warehouse at once to the locker ?-Yes.
302. In whose presence is the sample drawn ?-In the locker's presence. It is the
practice here to refuse samples out of cases.
303. You insist upon the whole case being taken out ?-They either take the ullage
case and pay duty on it, or if there is no ullage they pay duty on a case. The objection
that we have to allowing samples to be taken out of cases is, that men employed by the
bonded warehouses would thereby have an immunity from detection in plundering, because
their excuse would always be "It has been sampled," and it would be impossible to detect it,
and then the last purchaser of those goods would have to pay duty on goods which he never
got, and, under those circumstances, it was thought advisable not to grant samples of cases,
and the public have never dissented from that; it was a rule of Mr. Cassell.
Mr. Donald Monro examined.
304. You arc warehousekceper in the Customs ?-Yes.
305. How long have you been appointed to that office ?-I was appointed on the 30th
of January last.
·
306. You succeeded Mr. Baeyertz ?-Yes.
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307. How many warehouses have you under your control ?-Fifteen.
308. Is that the whole of the bonding warehouses?-Yes.
309. There has been no alteration in the mode of conducting warehousing business
since you have taken office ?-No.
·
310. What are your individual duties ?-To superintend the clerks in the different
duties performed by them, to go round to the warehouses, see that the lockers perform their
duties, and that the goods in the different warehouses are properly stowed. I generally pay
periodical visits to the warehouses, say, once every week.
311. Was that practice followed before ?-I am not aware that my predecessor used
to go so often.
..
312. Was it his duty to go round ?-Yes.
.
313. Are there any of the books of the department that you keep especially yourself?
No; I keep no books especially myself.
·
314. Does any officer of the outdoor department visit the warehouses with you ?-No; .
unless there is any special case brought before them bir me.
·
315. Do they visit independently of you ?-They visit only when they are called
upon by me.
316. That is in a case of excessive waste on leakage ?-Yes.
317 •. Or any irreguJarity committed ?-Yes.
318. Have you occasion to call these officers in frequently ?-No, not very often;
· in case of great leakage in casks I always refer to them.
319. How often on arr average have you had to call them in ?-Pei·haps once or twice
a week on an average,
320. It does not take up a great deal of their time ?-No.
321. Have you full employment for the clerks now in your office ?-Yes.
322. How many have you ?-ThrtJe.
.
323. Is the work all close up ?-The work is all up to date.
324•. The form of Warehousekeeper's register has been discontinued, has it· not?Yes, the old register has, as when under the Imperial Government.
325. Is it balanced quarterly ?--No, there has been no quarterly balance made
since the Customs department was handed over to the local Government.
·
326, No copy of the warehouse account is forwarded to the auditors ?-No.
327. How often do you take stock; is there any fixed period ?-Stock has only been
taken once, I think, since 1852.
328. There is no fixed period ?-I believe it is to be taken annually. Stock was
taken on the 31st ~ugust last.
329. You have been in the service of the Customs as clerk in the cashier's branch
in the long room ?-Yes.
330. How long were you in that office previous to your present appointment ?-My
original appointment dated ft·om October, 1849. My appointment to that branch was on the
1st July, 1851.
·
331. You were one of tpe gentlemen in the revenue and cashier's branch ?-I was in
that department before I was appointed warehousekeeper. I was .the first clerk there.
332, Under the old system there were three clerks in that department before the
appointment of a chief clerk ?-Yes.
333. The first of those clerks did what the chief clerk now does-act for the Collector
in his absence ?-Yes; the long room was given in my charge, and when the Collector was
absent I generally acted for him in that branch.
334. You were considered the supervising clerk of the indoor branch ?-Of the
cashier's branch only.
335. You did not receive the cash ?-No.
336. The second clerk at £500 a year received the cash ?-Yes.
337. You were very much in the same position as the chief clerk now?-Yes, only I
had not the charge of the correspondence and general control over the establishment the
same as the chief clerk has now.
338. You did not keep a cash book ?-No.
. 339. Do :vou consider that the work of the office could be kept up with the. three
clerks that existed under the old system during the time of your being in the long room?So far as taking the revenue is concerned, I imagine those three clerks were sufficient.
340. Are you aware whether the present chief clerk has. anything to do with the
duties of those three 'gentlemen ?-I believe he has to certify to the correctness of the
cashier's cash book.
· .
341. That is the only part he has to do?-A general supervision over them.
.
.342. In fact his duties as chief clerk are now confined entirely to the Collector's
room, with the exception of initialing this cash book?-He has the supervision of the differen~
branches of the indoor department.
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343. Which you used to do yourself ?-Only so far as the long room was concerned.
344. Did you find the work too heavy to supervise the duties of the long room ?-No.
. 345. Then the first clerk in the long room now must have considerably less to do
than you had ?-The first clerk in the long room is the clearing clerk now, whose duties I
.had nothing do do with.
346. 1'he first clerk in the revenue department must have less to do than you had?I had rio part of his distinctive duties to perform.
347. The person who now comes into your place has nothing to do with supervising
the general duties of the office ?-No; but he has charge of the long room.
348. Be has less to do in that respect ?-Yes.
349. Bas he any other department to take up ?-Yes, the supervising of the whole
department-even seeing in the warehouse department that we do our duty. The chief clerk
has the control of the whole establishment.
350. But the person who does your duties in the long room must have less to do
than you had ?-I kept an account of all absf'lntees, and saw that all the clerks were at
their work, and any questions asked across the counter I answered; I kept an account of the
gold, and three or four other accounts I had to keep for the Collector ; and when the
Collector referred to the long room it was always to me he referred. T.hese duties are now
divided among the rest.
351. Then, in fact, your duties are entirely done by this chief clerk ?-Part of the
duties are done by other clerks; for instance, the accounts are given to two of the other clerks
to perform.
· 352. There is an additional clerk in this department, then, now since the time you
were in it, taking in the chief clerk ?-1'here is one additional clerk partially employed.
353. Yo.ur three clerks have full employment in keeping up those books in your
department ?-Full employment.
$54. There is no correspondence in you!" office ?-No corresp01idence further than
writing to the Collector occasionally.
355. Do you write from the long room to the Collector ?-I write from the warehouse office to the Collector. If. there is any discrepancy I have to write and report the
circumstimce.
356. Is chat done in all the branches ?-That is done in all the 'branches except
the long room.
357. Is there a reply in writing in the same way ?-No, it is not always done in
writing, but there are some cases where it is necessary to communicate in writing.
31l8. In the case of anything serious?-Yes.
359. Is there an inspector of lockers ?-There was, but he is done away with since
the vote of the Council.
360. Who is now inspector of lockers ?-I have that duty to perform myself.
361. Does it entail much extra labor upon you ?-Yes.
362. Still you can find time to do it ?-Yes, with those three clerks I cau.
363. Do you go round to each of the fourteen warehouses every day ?-No, I could
not do that, it would take tl;le whole day to go round.
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Mr. Robert Crosbie Dunn examined.

364. What is your office in the Custom House ?-Registrar of shipping.
Mr. n. c. Dunn,
365. You compiled this statement of the duties connected with your branch (Appendix 27th fs~~~uary,
A., No. 8)?-Yes.
366. You have one clerk ?-One clerk only.
367. Will you state what your own individual duties are ?-I made out a return to
Mr. Childers, detailing my own individual duties, and those of my clerk, but he wished it
condensed. My own duties are to receive all applications for new registers, inspect bills of
sale, and see that they are all in order; peruse powers of attorney, or deeds of mortgage,
previously to recording or endorsing them, and see that all registers that are made out are
correctly made out, and that all the papers connected with them are correct; to see that they
are properly entered in the book of registry, and get the Collector to sign them; also to
keep the book of transfers of property, which involves the recording of all bills of sale and
deeds of mortgage. I keep that book, and also the one in which.the list of certificates of
registry granted and cancelled is entered.
..
368. 1'his you do yourself, not a clerk ?-Those two books I keep altogether myself,
and record myself all bills of sale and deeds of mortgage, every one. I have further duties :
I take a number of declarations over the counter-the declarations of masters and owners of ·
vessels; I take those ~yself. I also inspect all boat and lighter licenses, and enter them in
a book kept for that purpose, and see that they are all correct ; I also myself advise other
ports of registers de novo, and changes of masters-that is, when the vessels belong to other
0USTOMs •.......e.
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this branch I am pretty well skilled in all the little outs and ins, and besides that I do the
duties I have mentioned.
369. Do you prepare q~arterly ::ccounts ~or .the regist::ar general of shipping ?-They
are done by my clerk. There IS one thmg I omitted to mention; I myself prepare all bonds
for change of master, and endorse them onlhe register myself.
.
.
370; You do not sign the endorsat.ion, do you ?-I do frequently for a change of
master, but the Collector sigl_ls all registers himsel£
·371. Or his chief clerk ?-Yes; a change of master I generally take myself, as it is
not of such material importance. I think that those are all the duties that belong to me
specially.
372. Has the Collector a commission or deputation from the Commissioners of
Customs in the capacity of Comptroller of Customs and Navigation Laws ?-I do not know
that the Collector has; of course he signs as Comptroller of Customs and Navigation Laws,
but I do not know whether there is a special commission. I believe he holds a commission
of some sort from Her Majesty, but whether it is merely as Collector I cannot say.
373. Does the Comptroller of Customs and Navigation Laws in any instance take the
declarations, and attest the boi1ds requisite for the registration of a vessel ?-He does not.
374. You do that always ?-I do. I may state as a reason for that, that we have.
now so many registers, and that the Collector is frequently out. I may state that last year
we registered 305 vessels, and if I wet·e to take all the owners and masters into the Collector's
room to take their bonds and declarations, he would not have time for his duties; therefore
he merely signs the registers, after all the prelimina.ries required by law have been complied
.
.
with.
.375. Will you state the duties which your clerk performs ?-My clerk makes out all
the preparatory papers connected with the registering of vessels, and enters the same when
completed in a book of registry ; he enters all transfers of property and mortgages into the
books of registry from the ?ook of transfers of property; frequently, even in one register, we
have perhaps four or five bills of sale presented; perhaps a small vessel of twenty tons may
have been sold three or four times over to ignorant parties, who keep them in their possession,
not knowing that they should have a new register; we sometimes have six of them. My
clerk has sometimes to peruse bills of sale, to assist me, before beginning to make out the
necessary papers for a new register ; but I generally look over them myself to see that they
are in order; he is also engaged in making out quarterly returns for the Registrar General
of Shipping in London.
376. And an annual return of vessels belonging to the port ?-Yes; he.has also to
prepare quarterly accounts for the Legislative Council, as to.the number of registers granted
and cancelled during the quarter, and the number of bills of sale endorsed, &c. I may state
that I have also to inspect the reaistry accounts of our outports, to see that they are ·all in
order: We have five outports, and the quarterly accounts in connection with this branch have
to be examined, and I frequently have to return them for correction.
377. ·By whom are those records in the book of ships' registry signed ?-By the
Comptroller of Customs and Navigation Laws; by Mr. Childers himself.
378. He signs the entry in the book himself?-Yes, or in his absence the chief clerk.
379. Then neither you nor your clerk sign any registers ?-I have signed a few in my
time ; but I invariably try if the Comptroller is in to get him to sign, because he has particularly impressed, upon me that he wishes to sign them all himself; and if neither he nor the
chief clerk are in, then I sign them. I have one thing to state, that for some time after Mr.
Childers was appointed Comptroller of Customs and Navigation Laws,- he directed me in his
absence to get the landing surveyor to sign_ registers, and for a long while I attended to this
order, though I always thought myself that it was irregular. I got Mr; Down, the landing
surveyor, to sign registers and take the changes of masters. I may state that the chief clerk,
Mr. Mullaly, having resigned, there was for a long period no recognised chief clerk. The
Collector did not choose to appoint another at that time.
380. The system has changed-now there is a chief clerk-does the chief clerk sign
·
in the absence of the Comptroller ?-Always.
381. On no occasion have you signnd ?-No, except when he is out; when he is out
I sign, but that is a very rare occurrence.
382. Are there many difficult and complicated cases in which it is necessary to consult
the law officers of the Crown with reference 'to transfers ?-There have been some cases, and
they are becoming more numerous now, in which I think it has been well to consult the law
officers of the Crown.
383. In which you do not feel yourself competent to decide? - I cannot say there ever
has been a case of that description. If I were left to act for myself, I believe I could act
according to law; but I may say that there hcwe been a few cases in which ~ should not like
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to have trusted to myself. I may instance the case of a vessel sold for seamen's wages, which Mr. R. c. Dunn,
was entirely new to us, and vessels sold by order of the police magistrates have been a new 27~-::'~~'b~~~',.y,
feature to us. We have h!td a good many vessels sold by the sheriff, but that has always
Jsti5.
appeared to be simple enol!gh and straightforward.
384. Those cases have not been numerous ?-Not·very numerous; perhaps we have
not had more than twenty cases within the last four or five months; all those cases ofvessels
sold for wages have been within the last four or five months.
385. And have you had occasion to consult the law officers of the Crown in every
instance?-Not in every instance. I do not suppose we have had perhaps more than twenty
opinions within the last six months; I have not looked particularly.

THURSDAY, 1st March, 1855.
PRESENT :-Mr.

Henty, in the Chair; Mr. D' Arch, 1\ir. McCulloch.

Mr. Richard Down examined.
386. You are inspector and landing surveyor in the Customs ?-Yes.
387. What are your duties as inspector ?-I have scarcely commenced my duties as
inspector. I believe it is the intention that I should visit the different outports, to look
through the books and accounts, and also keep a check upon the warehousekeeper's books.
388. Would examining the warehousekeeper's book be part of your duty as
inspector?-Yes ; in fact, a sort of supervision of the whole department.
389. Indoor and out ?-Indoor and out.
390. Have you any duties on the wharf ?-I act as landing surveyor on the wharf.
391. What are those duties ?-Regauging after the officers, keeping a check upon
the landing department generally, and settling all tares and allowances. Formerly we used
to keep a cash book, also a check upon the Collector's.
392. That is not now the case ?-No, the Collector has removed that from the
landing surveyor's to the jerquer's department.
393. You do not call over the Collector's accounts now?-We have nothing whatever to do with the accounts now.
394. Do you consider it part of your duty to visit the department at Williamstown·?-Yes, I consider it part of my duty to see whether the officers are fully employed
and conducting their business properly.
395. Have you any fixed time for that duty ?-No, I visit at uncertain times,
whenever I think it necessary ; I visit Sandridge also.
~96. Have you any printed instructions as landing surveyor ?-I have no instructions
here-I have my old instructions from home.
397. During your absence who acts as landing surveyor ?-Mr. Dryborough.
398. He is second landing surveyor?-Yes.
399. Who signs the red and blue books when they are used ?-Mr. Dryborough and
myself.
400. After the clerk has entered them in the register of landing waiter's books?Exactly.
401. And you keep no cash or accounts whatever ?-Not now; I did when I first
came here.
402. What is the nature of the landing surveyor's entries then ?-There is no
landing surveyor's entry now at all; the landing surveyor's entry goes to the jerquer.
403. Is this statement made up by you ?-(Vide Appendix B.) I do not know
what that is.
404. It says here, "Landing surveyor's letters and minuws ;" of what nature are
they; do you correspond irrespectively of the Collector ?-No, we do not, everything is
·
submitted to him.
405. You keep an account of the extra men employed in the outdoor department?We do ; we keep a book, and have a certificate from the officer every day of what duty they
have been employed on, and for how long.
406. In this statement of the duties it says, "During the senior landing surveyor's
absence, the senior landing waiter acts as landing surveyor?"-That is rather prospective;
I have not gone away yet; that is what is intended. 1\ir. Guthrie has upon one occasion
acted for Mr. Dryborough during his absence in Sydney.
407. You say there are no landing surveyor's entries now ?-No; we used to compute
all the dutiable entries, but we have no landing surveyor's entry now. The jerquer has
taken the place of the landing surveyor as regards the cash book.
408. The copy of the entry which used to go to you goes now to the jerquer?-Yes.
409. This statement goes on to say, that the clerk to the inspector copies the
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landing surveyor's letters and minutes ?-Our letters are very trifling; we have no minutes·
. of t he duty.
'
we mere] y carry out· t b e usual routme
410. You would not of course eorrespond without reference to the Collector?-Certainly not; the word minutes there m:ty allude to this: the Collector wished us to keep
a. book in which to record any particular decisions that we made, that might act· as a
·
·
precedent.
411. Under the old system did you feel any difficulty in performing the check, that
which i~ now performed by the jerquer, supposing you had the same assistance in tlw office
as the jerquer has ?-Not at all, if we had that assistance; but at that tiine I 4ad to keep
the cash book, jerque the red books, compute the dutiable entries; with one clerk, . the
enormous number· of ships, and the tarin1~ and regauging, it was almost impossible; it was
very often the next day before we could get the cash book compared with the Collector's.
412. Supposing you had had the same assistance as is now given in the Comptroller's
andjerquer's office, would you have had any difficulty in carrying on the old system ?-Not·
the slightest.
413. How long is it since you were appointed inspector ?---,I think it is a fortnigh.t or
three weeks.
.
414. Who acted as inspector previously ?-There was no inspector.
415. Who did the duty ?-I do not thi!lk that it was done. So far as visiting the
.outports is concerned, I believe in Mr. Cassell:s time he used to do it himself.
416. What are the duties of the inspector; can you giYe an average routine of your
day's work ?-'-'!'he first thing in the morning lately we have had a committee every morning.
Mr. Childers meets Mr. Dryborough and myself, and we talk over the different things, letters
or anything of importance generally speaking; and then one of ns 111ight go down to the
wharf and tare any packages or settle allowances and regauges. The surveyor who does not
go to the wharf, if there is anything to be settled in the oflice he qoes it ; after this I would
go round to the warehouses to see that the lockers did their duty, and regauge after the
htnding waiters anything that may have leaked in the 'varehouse.
·
417. Do you regauge yourself?-We do not in every instance; but when a landing
waiter finds a cask has leaked, we go up and see what the cause of it is, only as a check upon
the landing waiter. Then perhaps in the afternoon I should go down to the wharf myself,
· and I would again- reweigh after the landing waiters anything that might have been done in
the morning, and look at their books and write off the tares, and answer the public generally.
418. How many times may you visit the wharf in a day ?---:-Somethnes four times,
·
.
·
sometimes not so often.
419. You personally, inde-pendent of Mr. Dryborough ?-No, I should say about
four times between us, or, I might say, perhaps on an average only three times; if we were
working over time we generally go in the morning first thing before nine o'clock.
420. You neyer pass any day without either you or Mr.· Dryborough visiting the
wharf ?-Never.
421. How many landing waiters are there ?-Fourteen.
422. Is that sufficient ?-It is at present-at times we are very much pushed.
. ·
423. Could you do with less ?-It is generally the case that there is either very
much to do or else we are slack; 'sometimes there is a gr~at in:fiu~ of shipping from a change
of wind, and then we do not know how to !1-Ct to get through the business, and after th~t
there is a falling off again.
424, In case of a vessel discharging her cargo of sugar, do the landing waiters
.
.
. ·
personally superintend th~ weighing of i~ ?-They .do.
425. 'J:hen in no mstance the weigher does It and reports 1t to the landmg wa1ter ?Sometimes a landing waiter has eight or ten ships at a time, and then they do in that way.
426. As a general rule the la~ding waiter does it himself?-Generally; it is his
·duty, but it is done by the weigher sometimes-as a matter of convenience they are
compelled to do so.
·
·
427. Are all tlie landing waiters gaugers ?-At this moment they are; formerly we
used to have a certain number of gaugers and a certain number of landing waiter~, but we
f~mnd inconv.enience from that; because when a man was away ill we could not replace him.
· 428. Would it not be an advantage to set aside so many specially adapted for
gauging ?-We found that it was better to give an entire ship to one man than to divide a
ship ; if one was gauging, and there was another offi~r al.so, on~ had the red. b?okand the
other the blue book, and there w_as a d~fficulty sometimes m makmg up the ship s papers by
this system.
·
429. What duties have you been relieved of that hve enabled y_ou to take the office
of inspector ?-No duties at all; I was relieved of the cash book previously to my. being
appointed inspector. I shall be away from the port, and another officer, Mr. Guthne, we
.have recommended to act with Mr. Dry borough as second landing surveyor.
430. H;we yo11 any idea of how often you may be away at the outports ?-I have

17.
scarcely- an idea at present. I sh.ould imagine I might. be away some four or five months in ~rr.
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431. Will you visit Geelong also ?-I anticipate so.
432. Does Mr. Childers visit or has he visited any of the outports ?-He has visited
Geelong, but only one day, I think, he went down.
433. Did he not visit Portland last summer ?-Yes.
.
434. Did he not go to all tlie outports ?-I do not know whether he did go to all ;
he was only away a month altogether, and the greater part of that time at sea.
435. What are the hours of the landing waiters' attendance ?-Eight to four in the
summer months, and in the winter months from nine to four, and they are very often detained
much longer.
436. When they are detained longer is any charge made ?-If it is at the merc.hant's
request, he applies for over time.
.
·
437. What is the charge in that case ?-The landing surveyor lOs. an hour, the
landing waiter 6s., and the weigher 3s., for dutiable goods ; if it is only free goods in bulk,
we let the weigher alone attend ; and if it is free goods in cases, the landing waiter and the
landing surveyor come down occasionally without charge.
. 438. Supposing it is a mixed cargo, including bonded goods ?-Then the landing
surveyor will attend. I should think the landing surveyors do not attend more than onethird of the time that the landing waiters do.
439. Do you know the amount of payments for over time last year ?-Last year
lighters could not get a berth, and sometimes we have gone on for weeks together from
six in the morning till six at night, and I should think last year there was very probably
£1000 paid.
440. In all, divided among landing waiters and the landing surveyor ?-Yes, I am
merely speaking in roun:d numbers; this year it has fallen off.
.
441. Is there any allowance to the tide waiters for a ship discharging extra hours?- .
Three shillings an hour.
442. What are their hours ?-Seven o'clock in the morning; but. now when a vess~l
is discharging they would remain on board. If the ship is not working over hours they are
not paid.
443. Does the same man remain night a,nd•day ?-Yes.
444. And is he expected to watch night and day ? -He cannot watch night
~~

.

.

445. He is put there for that purpose ?-He is put there for that purpose.
446. Does be leave the ship ?-:No.
447. Is there any tide waiter or any person who comes up in charge of the lighter?No' i they always make the hatches fast and seal them.
448. Who breaks the seal ?-Any landing waiter.
. 449. In the event of bonded goods coming up, is the cask sealed ?-No, not the
cask; the seal is put on the lighter, but they do manage to break in and steal even with that
precaution.
450. What is the nature of the pilfering that you ha.ve discovered ?-I went on board
.
one ship and rummaged her not long ago, and I t~ink I ~ound at least 100 empty champagne
and brandy bottles, Port, Moselle, and so on, With their necks knocked off, all stowed in
the lining of the vessel. I found a man's bed full of stearine candles, and drums of figs
under his pillow, and I got him fined £50. There was a lighterman who never would leave
a ship without always signing .in " dispute," and after watching him a little, I went down
and found two American stoves and other things secreted under his coals, and I got him
fined £39.
451. That was a lighterman ?-Yes, both these were lighters. One of those fellows
pulled ou.t the plank of the bulkhead and got through that way. We have also had a man
successfully prosecuted recently for stealing a case of brandy; before the officer's face, during
·
·
dinner hour, they will do that.
452. Have you any power of depriving the owners of the license ?-That has been
done in many cases, but the pilfering has generally tak·en place by masters, who have been
dismissed, and the owners have expressed their sorrow and done all they could.
·
453. In these extensive cases was nothing done to the owner of the lighter?-Yes ·
the license was withdrawn in that last case. I think siMe that the lighter has changed hands:
454. Do you think there is any smuggling to any extent in the Bay ?-Not to any
extent; we have found a few casks occasionally buried in the sand, but we anticipated that
those came from the wrecks.
·
455. Is the present system as now carried on quite an efficient check against anything like smuggling ?-!would hardly go so far as to say that.
.
456. What improvement would you say could be made ?-I think it would have a
wholesome effect if there ~vere constantly more boats about; they have established a system
CusTOMs.-{.

l'tr::m~i~~~':,n, of.pa~rol in England instead ofhavh;tg tide waiters on board; that systell;l has acted very:

well mdeed.
.
·
4?7. ~ ou would ~ecommend the aboliti?n of the syste:m of tide waiters ?-I think in
the Bay 1t nught be abolished, and have boats mstead ; in a boat there would be five or six
men together, and they would act as a check one to another, whereas a tide waiter is alone
and the temptation is great.
·
'
4!)8 .. How. many ~ide wait~rs are there now ?-:-Tw~nty,four, b.ut: sometimes we have
60 or 100 sh1ps d1schargmg at Ol).Ce, and then we are obhged to put the tide waiters upon,
those ships which have the most dutiable. goods on board.
.
.
459. Are not the police going ab,out now ?-Yes; but .with the enormous number of,
ships, it is impossible they can be an effectual check.
.
460. Supposing there were an· increase of police il). the Bay, would n9t. that .be
sufficient to dispense with the services of tide waiters altogether ?-It might.
.
461. Is there any security taken from owners of lighters. employed in takil).g bonded
goods to to?~n ?-Yes, they give security;· they give a. bond; ·
·
462. To what amount ?-I do not exactly know the amount; it is something like,
:£1000.
463. Is that done when the. license is taken ?-Yes.
.
464. Coming back to the d11ties that you used to discharge in your office, keeping.
the cash book, checking the red books, and those other duties that are-now.transferred to,
the jerquer, you did with one clerk ?-Yes. ·
_
465. If you had had another cler.k, cou~d you .have managed it all easily ?-I think
.we could have managed it with one or two more clerks. I consi~er the jerquing strictly ..
belongs to the jerquer, because the landing surveyor, in jerquing the books, is to a certain, .
extent jerquing his own work; it would be better to. have an indepen(lent officer to jerque
the red books.
.
'
466. Did the keeping of the cash book take up m11ch of. your time ?:..._Yes, a, good deal.
467. Do you know how that is done in England ?-In a large port th~re used to be
a comptroller; but it has always been the practice for the landing surveyor .to check the
accounts of the Collector.
·
468. Can you see any advantage in the change which has been introduced ?.:_I did
·
·.
·
not acquiesce in the change.
469. Were you appointed from home as .landing surveyor ?-I.was,
470. Have yon your instructions with you ?-I have not them here at the present
·
moment.
471. Is it not one of the main parts of the instructions to the landingsurveyor that
he is to check the Collector's receipts?....:..Yes.
472. The landing surveyor stands .in the same position as the old comptrollers·
did ?-Yes.
·
473. How often do the landing waiters visit each ship or lighter ?--If a man has
got a great deal of weighing at one ship, the other ships would get. less examination; they
generally keep a weigher tallying the goods, and they come round .and pass the ex~~ination
of free goods.
· .
.
4 74. If you had fewer landing w&iters, could you not, on the occasi()n of ·a press of
business, employ weighers as landing waiters ?-You cannot make~ an officer in a day; and
we found before so many mistakes made, that it was inconvenient both to ourselves. and· to ..
th_e public. They have adopted that plan l.j.t I.._iverpool,. and have got acting landing waiters,
who ;tre. only paid as landing waiters .when so employed. Last year we had a .few of those .
o:Qicers, but in consequence of the pt:ess o( business they were fully employed during the.
whole ~ime.
·
475. If there were .less.brisiness doing would it not be an advaJltage to have. that.
system carried out?-Yes.
.
.
.
,
.476. What is the average number .of s:Q.ips in a landing waiter's hands at a time?-:;
That·is uncertain; I have known one landing waiter have sixty .shjps. . .
.::
·
477. That is.an extreme.case ?-I tbinkthat was an extreme case; I do nqt mean to
say they were all discharging at once, because. they used, to. delay the <lischarge 9.f ves~els,
and some were used as store ships, but one .landing ,waiter would have sixty books; but .at
that time we had. not the staff we have now-our .~taff has increa1[!ed and the work decreased.
· 478. What would be a fair average now.?-We divid(l the ships as m~ch as possible,
.a heavy ship a.nd a. light one. I should think a lal}ding waiter. might attend to fivE) or six
ships easily, because the lighters from those ships come up at uncertain times.
479. Do the landing waiters examine free goods, and is that done to.. any .exten~ ?.Yes ; the. extent depends entirely upon the press of business..
480. You do not examine all free goods, do you ?-No.
481. How many tons of free goods may one landing waiter be called upo'Q to examine
. in a w~k ?.-;....~ cim give no clear answer upon that.
·
·
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482. It is put. do"':n in this statement t~at th~ landing waiters have about iOOO tons '~~r::m~'n~~:,n.
.
of free goods to examme m a week each landmg waiter ?-That has been -taken from the ~st March, 1855.
amount of tons coming into the port in a week and dividing it between them.
483. They do not examine those goods themselves ?-They fill up their time in
examining them.
.
.
.
484. How many cases of hats go to a ton ?-'-To· :t measurement ton not many;
485. You do not examine unless there is a suspicious appearance ?-No.
486. Do you know how these returns a~e made up ?.-(Ap~endix B.) It :was taken
as a general average from the 1st of January. If the -land1ng waiter· has· very httle to do
he will open the cases and examine more free goods.
.
487. Does he open them even if he has no suspicion of any smuggling?-Yes. I
went down the wharf one morning, and I found five cases reported· as stationery;· I opened
them and found them all to contain cigars. I saw a large case reported as saddlery; and I
thought it was an extraordinary package for that article, and I opened it and found: it to
contain cigars.
488. You had your suspicions there ?-Yes.
· 489. Were those landed· from a foreign ,ship or a British ship ?-British.
490. From what port ?-I think they were from Liverpool, transshipped from
·
America. They came from America in transit'lt through Liverpool.
491. It does not follow that those 1000 tons put down here have been examined?No, not the whole of them, but a portion of them.
492. Do y<>u visit the warehouses periodically ?-Yes.
493. How often do you go there ?-I go to one warehouse or the other every day.
494. Do the landing waiters visit the warehouses without being ~J,sked by the warehousekeeper ?-Yes, all regauge orders are lodged at the warehouse by eleven <>'clock, and
the landing waiter goes at twelve o'clock, and if there is nothing to do he passes· on to
another warehouse.
495. You do not go yourself every day?-I go to either one or the other every day,
and it is very seldom I miss.
496. Does the warehousekeeper occasionally ask you to visit a warehouse with him to .
decide any point?-Yes.
497. In the event of his not referring to you, do you visit the warehouses ?-Yes; I··
go there for many reasons. I go to see that the locker is at his post; and I consider that, as
landing surveyor, I have a general supervision over his -books, to see that he has entered all
·
his orders.
498. It is impossible for you to visit all the fiftetm or sixteen every day ?-If I am
going·to one warehouse, and I can take two or three in my way up, I look in to see whether
the goods are properly stowed.
499. The landing waiter's duty in the warehouse is only to regauge ?-Regauge and
reweigh, and superintend sampling sometimes.
·
500. If the landing waiter in regauging finds anything excessive in the waste, the
landing surveyor is sent for?-He immediately acquaipts us.
501. Do you think that £1000 is all that has been received for over time during last
year by all the officers ?-I think about that;, I think the amount was some months £100,
some months £125. I am not including the Bay or Williamstown; that is a separate account.
502. In all cases of over time there is the landing surveyor, the landing waiter, and
the weigher ?-Not in all cases; it depends on the nature of the cargo.
503. With reference to lighters, has it struck you that any plan different from that
now.in use would be likely to prevent those pilferings and robberies on board of lighters; is
there any suggestion which you could make that would meet that ?-We could not spare an
officer to go with every lighter, the thing would be impossible, or· they might be a check,
and if you did that there would be no accommodation for them, and the lighters are sometimes a long time in the river. I think that the best "provision is the increase of dock accom~
modation, by which means they will be' able at once to come up and discharge their cargoes.
504. Bonded goods and free goods are sent up in the same lighter ?-Yes. .
505. It would be scarcely possible to confine the bonded goods to one lighter, would·
it ?-No; it would be very desirable if that could be effec1;ed. 'l'he railway is bringing up a
great many goods now.
·
·
506. Do you think the loss to the revenue is much' from pilfering ?-Not a great
deal ; it is principally a loss to the .merchant, I think.
Mr. Hugh Guthrie examined.
507. You are senior landing waiter ?_;.Yes..
ll~r. H. Guthrie,
lst Mlll'Cb, 1SIIl.
508. Your duty is. on the wharf?-:-Yes; entirely on the wharf.
509. Will you state what your duties are ?-I 1im principally engaged as landing.
officer and gauger, and surveying vessels under the registrar of shipping.
·

·
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5.10. You occasionally do the duty of landing surveyor ?-In the absence of the'others.
511 • Wh en both are absent.? N
o ; I h. ave acted for any on leave of absence, or ,
when absent froD;J. any cause I have acted for thein.
·
512. In the absence of Mr. Down do you act for him ?-In the absence of Mr. Down
Mr. Dryborough would act for him, (tnd I act for Mr. Drybotough. I have never taken the .
duty except they went away fr,om leave of absence.
513. ~upposing both landing surveyors to be away, you would act as landing
surv:eyor ?-Yes.
·
514.. Axe. all the landing waiters gaugers ?-Yes; landing waiters, gaugers, and
· searchers.
515. Do you visit the warehouses ?-No.
.
516. You do not do any regauging ?·-No; the others do, all but myself.
517. What number o~ landing waiters have you ?-There are thirteen independently
o( me, fourteen altogether.
518. Is there sufficient employment for the whole fourteen ?-At times there is, .
sometimes not.
.
519. Have they any duty to do whe~ they.are not fully employed as landing waiters?No; excepting as detectives;_ they are always on the spot watching the wharves. Just at
this instant we have hardly anything to do, and three or four weeks ago we were very busy.
520 .. Do the landing waiters make up their blue books every night ?-Yes, they do
.
mostly.
.
.
521. Do they journal them from the weigher's accounts, shewing the delivery on each
:wamint ?-No.
,
522. Do you_ enter the free goods in the blue books ?-We· used to do, but we do
not now.
523. Supposing you get fifty hogsheads of rum for the warehou,se, you get a warrant
for the landing of it, and you enter that in the blue book ?-Yes.
·
524. Do you not shew ~t.as it.is forwarded to thewarehouse ?-Yes.
.
525. That is as it occurs day by day ?-Yes.
·
526. It would not be deferred for a week: it would be written up day by day ?-Yes.
527. What record have you of the landing of free goods· and the examination?-We,.
have no record but the boat notes.
·
528. You get the warrant for the landing of the goods of course ?-Yes.
529. What do you do with that?-We just keep it; we endorse on the back, "Landed,"
when the whole entry is complete.
· ·
·
'
•
530. Each landing waiter has weighers underhim ?-Yes, two each .
._·
531. How do you let him know what goods he may expect from each lighter ?-'-If
the lighter comes from the Bay it brings a boat note, that is brought to the landing waiter,.
and the weigher is instructed to act according to that: the landing waiter compares it
with the warrants; and if he wishes anything particularly to be detained he marks against it.
.
532. Are-those boat notes signed by the tide waiters on board ?-Yes, and in some
cases by the chief ~pate of the discharging ship. Until these last two years there used to ..
be no tide waiters on board ships.
533. Who gave the accoimt then ?-The chiefmate. There were two tide surveyors·
in. the Bay ; they went about, and the hatches _of the lighters were sealed up, and we treated
the things lan'ded at the wharf as if they had been landed from theship direct, and that
.
'
system ·acted very well.
534. How long have you been in the Customs here ?-Six years. I was trained in
the Sydney Custom House. I was appointed as tide surveyor at. Williamstown by the.
·
Tr,easury in England, and ordered to be trained in Sydney.
535. Does the system practised by the landing wait~rs here differ from that adopted
in.Sydney ?-No, except tha.t the ships at Sydney come alongside; and boat notes andthose
thip.gs are not known there.
536. Are the landing waiters here all gaugers ?-Yes.
,'
537. Do you think it would be an advantage to have a certain number put aside as
gaugers alo~e ?-We followed that system until very lately-there used to be two or three
set aside.
·
538. What is vour opinion of that system ?-I think the present system is a better one.
. 539. To have· all gaugers ?-Yes; it was found formerly, especially in busy times,
to be very inconvenient ; but if the landil).g surveyor is no ga)lger he has a better surveillance
over the goods.
·
.
540. If certain officers are .set aside for gaugjng do not they become more expert?Practice, of course, makes men more perfect, but even now our gauging is quite sufficient to'
keep our hahds in at it expertly.
.
541. How many ships may a landing waiter have at a tiine ?-It varies very_ much;
I :have had forty~eight, and more than that,.~ think.
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542. How many ships could a landing waiter conveniently look after ?-I should
think five or six English ships ; or even those he could not look after thoroughly; if he has
two or three English vessels that is quite as much as he can look after thoroughly.
543. In discharging a cargo of sugar, does the landing waiter see the goods
weighed ?-He checks the weight.
544. How often will he go to check the weight?-It is left very much to the officer's
judgment; he goes three or four times a day.
·
545. They do inspect every day, once a day at least ?-Yes; more than that, three
or four times a day.
546. You keep no record of the free goods landed ?--'-We have a record of the boat
note, which we file in the office, but we write them into no book, and keep no other record than
that.
547. Do you look after the·discharging of free goods ?-There is a weigher placed
epeatedly to see and examine any goods that he
with the vessel, and the landing waiter
amongst them.
·
·
thinks likely to have any dutiable arti
548. Does that frequently take place, that the landing waiter exarirines free goods?Yes; daily.
549. Every day ?-Yes; when there are free goods landing.
550. It is put down in this statement, 740 tons of free goods requiring examination
in one week; what is meant by that ; how did you arrive at that ?-That is 740 tons of
goods landed weekly, all those requiring examination. I made up the document, but I really
. do not understand it thoroughly myself.
; I know I have.
551. But you have signed them
552. Bow did you arrive at those figures ?--I could arrive at it by the number of
ships I had in my care, and taking the general average ; but I should say I land more than
740 tons on an average weekly.
·
553. Then you do not mean to say that those 740 tons require examination ?-Of
course they do.
.
.
554. Not actually opening every packet ?-No; but I must discriminate which
packages I will open. .
555. Out of a ship with a good large cargo how many packages i:nay there be to
open ?-Out of American ships a
many.
556. 'rake a British ship
is difficult to sa,y, because if an officer's time is not
fully occupied he opens more than if he is busy.
.
557. If they were busy with other matters they would not open a single package?No; there would be more important things, and they would not attend to that.
558. Then this is just to take up his spare time?- ':i es, so that he should not be idle.
559. Then it would act injuriously as against the merchant, your having spare time?It protects the revenue, and we are very careful not not to injure the packages; there are
very seldom any complaints.
560. You do not mean the Commission to understand that when you have nothing
else to do you go recklessly and open every package ?-No; but if we have less to do we
go and devote more time to that duty.
561. But are you ever in that position that you cannot afford time to open and inspect
suspicious pac
No.
562.
en do you devote mote time to opening packages which are not suspicious ?We devote more time to finding out what are suspicious packages.
563. Is the time of the landing waiter frequently taken up so that he cannot look
after them ?-lf there are any suspicious packages he must look after them.
564. There is a weigher. at each lighter ?-Yes. .
565. He is instructed to look after any suspicious package ?-Yes, and he lays them
aside for the officer.
566. 11len suspicious packages must be always carefully looked after ?-Yes.
567. But sometimes you say more particularly than at others ?-If he is idle he
would be more about the wharf, and he may see packages that may have passed the weigher.
568. Then here is the number of casks gauged by you in a week, eighty ; are those
actually ~auged, or is it an average in the same sort of way ?-Yes, that is under what I do.
· 5o9. How is this arrived at ?-From the red books.
5'70. But it is put down as an equal quantity ?--It is an average; I would not say
it is correct.
571. Here is the number of cases of spirits, wine and beer examined ; are all those
cases examined, or are they merely passed through your hands in the same way as free
goods ?-We examined the contents and checked the quantities.
_572. Suppose there is an entry passed for 400 casks containing bottled beer, do you
examine all those casks ?-No.
573. You pass them in review before you ?-Yes.
CusTOMs.-g.
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57.4. This 400 you have down here are actually examined ?-They are counted and
· of them.
an account• t ak en
·
575. They arenot opened ?-No.
576. You have gone through what is your process here to enable you to give a
·
return of your duties ?-Yes.
577. But it act~ally passes through your hands without examining ?-Some portion
·
.
of the parcels are exammed.
578. Of these 400 casks probably none of them might be opened ?-Some of them
would be, but of course nothing approaching to 400.
579. What is your plan of examination of cases of Geneva, for instance ?-By weighing. First we examine one case minutely, and see that that is a correct case, and then we
put it in a scale, and· if any· other case is light or shews the least discrepancy, it is .laid
aside and opened, and those that shew no deficiency are passed as being correct. We used
to· open every case here and examine every bottle to see whether it was full ; in Sydney we
did nothing of the sort, and I suggested to the Collector of Customs what my experience
was there, and he then carried it out ; I never heard any complaints of it ; it saves the
packages; the merchants cried out aloud for it before it was introduced.
580. Are you aware that there is an allowance made for breakage on bottled beer?Yes, 5· per CtJnt.
581. In the event of an application for an additional allowance by a merchant, who
grants that ?-They are subjected to examination, and we take it as we find it.·
582. Is that done by the landing waiter, or the landing waiter and the landing .
surveyor ?-It is done by the sanction of the landing surveyor.
.
583. It requires to be certified· by the landing surveyor before it is allowed?Decidedly ..
584. The landing waiter has no power himself to grant it ?-No; he gets the landing
surveyor to sanction it.
585. You were appointed as tide surveyor at Williamstown ?-Yes.
586. How long did you act in that capacity ?-I never acted in that capacity; that
was my appointment.
·
·
587. Do you know anything of the duties ?-Yes.
.
588. Is there any improvement that you think could be effected on the present method,
as far as tide surveyors and: tide waiters are concerned ?-I hardly know.
. 589. Do you think that tide waiters could be dispensed with ?-I could only give my
experience. I think I have had three years without them,. and three years with them, and I
do not know that we are a bit better off with them than without them. I think twenty-four
is too few to be of any use; if we want twenty-four, we ought to have three twenty-fours to
b·e a thorough guard of the revenue. Twenty-four is a mockery ; we either want none, or
.three times the number.
· 590. Do not you think the revenue might be protected by the ·police in the Bay and
the tide surveyors ; would not the tide surveyors be su:fficient,to look after the ships, supposing
there were a sufficient police force in the Bay to be called in; how was the revenue protected
when there were no tide waiters ?.-.:.The tide surveyors kept constantly afloat in their boats,
and called to account every suspicious circumstance.
591. And how many tide surveyors were there then ?-,-Two.
592, How many are there now ?-There are six. . ·
593. There were two tide surveyors when there were no tide waiters, and now there
are five and a; senior?-Yes.
·
594. And you consider the revenue. was as thoroughly protected then as now?-'
Yes.
595. Do they row about at night ?-No.
596. Do you think the staff of five surveyors and an inspector would be a:ble to visit
ev~ry vessel discharging in the course of the day ?-=-I think so; then there was only one at
Williamstown a.nd· one at Sandridge.
597. What do you think would be a feasible plan of· working it out without the aid
of the tide waiters~ for those five tide waitem there are five boats?-Yes ; we have more, we
have some .eight or nine boats~ The plan at that time was simply this, that Captain Cole,
or anybody else, sent his lighter alongside; we wrote out a landing order to that ship, that
is for every entry we received. ~very entry receive~ by half-past. three was sent down,
and a copy was placed the next mornmg on board the ship, and the ship was held accountable
to send tip goods according to those landing orders ; the goods were put in.to ligh~rs and
carefully sealed up, and they came to the·wharf, where they were treated as If landmg from
the ship, and then a due account was. taken here.
·
598. The tide surveyor sealed up the hatches ?-Yes.
599. How long is it since that system was changed ?-About three years ago, I
think.
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600. Was it before the present Collector's time ?-Yes.
Mr. H •. Guthrie,
601. Was not that attended with some inconvenience, from the fact that the warrant Ist~:;~~':'isM.
or order for delivery comprised only a certain portion of the goods on board the ship, and
that other goods were in the way, and that those particular goods were not accessible ?-If it
was free goods we never complained of that; but that could be rectified now, for this reason,
that instead of three entries, as in those days, there are four entries made now, and one of ·
those entries is for the exclusive use of the tide department; one is sent down now to the
tide inspector, or sent to the officer on board.
602. You think that old plan worked pretty well ?-It worked very well. I see no
advantage by the new plan whatsoever; the boat notes are not a whit more correct.
603. You think the revenue would not be likely to suffer ?-The only thing would
be that the cocket system in England is abolished now : by that system there used to be
such a hold upon the ship that they could make the ship account for everything &he had
on board. Now the cockets are abolished ; very few ships come here with cockets. And
another thing against that is, that in those days our foreign trade was nominal. I think it
was only in the year 1850 the first American s4ip ever came here direct from .America.
604. What are your hours . the summer season from eight to four, and in the
winter nine to four.
605. Does it occasionally happen that there is extra time ?-Yes ; we are paid then
an extra fee.
606. What extra money do you get ?-The landing waiters get 6s. an hour, the
weighers 3s., and the landing surveyor lOs.
607. Is the landing surveyor always paid in the case of every ship ?-Not unless for
dutiable or bonded goods.
608. Supposing a ship is discharging dutiable goods after four o'clock, does the
landing surveyor wait on till six ?:_There is an application generally made; if the application
is only for free goods he does not wait, and is not paid.
609. If there is an application for landing bonded goods, does the landing surveyor
wait in the office ?-He goes to the office.
610. The whole three remain during those two hours for this one lighter ?-If there
were no other lighters to look after they would: remain.
611. Then it is the practice for the landing surveyor to remain when a ship is
working extra hours ?-Quite so.
612. Do you see any reason why that might not be dispensed with ?-Of course the
landing surveyor is responsible, and you could hardly ask him to be responsible if he is not
present.
613. Is not the landing surveyor absent two hours sometimes in the day when
bonded goods are discharging ?-Yes.
614. Then might not he be as well absent for two hours in the evening ?-If he is
absent in the day that is officially.
615. Is it not the same in the evening ?-Yes, but you cannot ask him to be
responsible if he is not there.
616. Then· he does actually go down and wait on the wharf for two hours?Sometimes, and sometimes he is in his office partly and partly on the wharf.
617. Do you know how much the over time may have amounted. to dming the last
twelve months ?-There ought to be a record of it in the Customs department.
618. Can you tell the Commission what you have gained yourself by it ?-I have
not gained £50 in six years.
·
619. Are there any other officers. in the department who have gained more ?-Yes,
many have gained more than I have. I was for two or three years a gauger, and then I had
no over time.
620. You have no idea what any particular officer may have gained, whether a much
larger sum than that?-The landing surveyors must have gained considerably larger sums.
621. How much do you think ?-There was some arrangement entered into by
Captain Cole and one or two other steamboat owners, I think Mr. Mouritz also, to pay the
landing surveyor and two landing waiters a certain sum yearly on their own account. I do
not know how much.
622. You never heard it stated what the amount was ?-I have heard it; general
report says £300 among~t the three; that is merely general report; I do not know the truth
of it; the usual way of procuring over time is by hitter; it was not done in that way.
623. Was this done independently of the Custom House altogether ?-I am not aware
of that.
624. Do you know whether any application was made to the Customs for it ?-I know
the fact that the officers waited there, and I know that they got paid, and report said that
the officers altogether got £300 a year. I know they got something, but whether that is the
exact sum, I will not say; I believe that is the correct sum.
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625. How is this over time paid for; from whom do you draw the money ?:-There is
~~~;,~~55 • a belief that I draw the money from the jerquer. ·
· ·
626. Do you receive the money from thejerquer.?-I ought to do so.
627. What do you do ?-I do when I get it. I have not had any for some time;
it is very much in arrear; the January over time is not paid yet.
628. How is that, have you made application for it yourself?-! have not had
any myself.
·
·
· 629. Then it ought to be paid through the jerquer ?-Yes.
630. Are you aware that in this arrangement of Captain Cole's whether the money is
paid' through the jerquer ?--:I believe not; that has been discontinued some time ago; it is
not pai!l now.
. .
·
631. Do you know the reason·of its being discontinued
believe Captain Cole did
not find it necessary, in consequence o.fthe falling off of the times..
· 632. Not in consequence of any imestigation ?-No.
633. Did those officers of the Customs rec.eive any payment from the merchants in
addition to what Captain Cole paid;· it sometimes happens that the ships in the Bay work
over time ?-The ships in the Bay pay the tide waiter. The system some time ago that we
used to pursue was very.simple; when a)etter was forwarded it was granted by the Collector,
and then the sum was paid into the landing surveyor's room, and the book was kept by his
clerk, and the officer called ·the next morning and got the money; now there are certain
1;eturns to pe made up. I think it is paid from the Treasury, and we get it from the Treasury;
we
sorne abstracts some two or three times, duplicate· or triplicate. · By the present
system there is a sum total given by Mr. Dunn for the out-door department, a~d it goes
through a certain number of hands; I do not know the process exactly. Unless a strong claim.
was' made out to Mr. Cassell he never allowed it; it was ne-ver allowed except in extreme
cases of wrecks and so on, and then we did it gratuitously;. it is only lately thv.t there has
been the extent of extra work .allowed~
634. In the event of a surveyor being required to attend either or both of those
lighters of Cole's and Mauritz's, would they be paid by each ?-Captain Cole paid a lump
sum for all his vessels.
·
635. And Mauritz also ?-Yes, the same.
636. Supposing that those lighters from those parties were discharging and the same
landing surv'eyor attending on the wharf, would he be paid by both ?-There was a sum paid
annually to the landing surveyor and the l!mding waiter, and of course that went on whether
there were any lighters discharging or not.
.
·
.
.637. In fact, the officers became the salar~ed servants of those lightermen ?_:_Yes.
638. Supposing a ship working extra hours in the Bay, what over time h> charged
there?-'L'he tide waiter gets the over time there.
639. A.lone ?-I am not positive upon that.
640. Do any of the officers in Melbourne get any share of it ?-No, none whatever.
641. How often do the despatch boxes containing the documents go down to the tide
surveyor?-Twice a day.
.642. Formerly it used to be done for what ?-Thirty pounds a year.
.
643. When, before the dear times ?-Yes; since the discovery of gold .
.·
644. Do you know what is the arrangement at present for the conveyance of the
despatch boxes ?-No; I think the J?lessenger goes to the railway station, and waits a
certain time for it, gets it, and 'takes it away.
·
645. You have nothing to do with the lockers ?-No.
646 .. Nor the wharfingers ?-'-No; there is only one wharfinger.
@4 7. And one assistant ?-And one assistant.
648. Who superintends the wharfinger ?-He i~ under the landing. surveyor.
649. What are the duties of the wharfinger ?-To clear goods from the ,wharf after
they have been there for a certain time.
'
650. How long has this officer beeri in connection with the Customs ?-He was
-appointed about January or February of last year; before that it was under my care as
senior landing waiter. I used. to have a memorandum given me of the things which had
laid beyond the legal time, and I served a notice and had them removed.
651. Did you find .those duties interfere much with the discharge of your other
duties'?-Then we were very much pres~ed with business.
652. Now you could manage it very well, I suppose ?-Yes, I think I could.
· 653. Previously you did not find it much trouble ?-No.
654. Have you any idea of the quantity of goods sold from the wharf by the C9llector
of Customs ?-No.
.655. Do you know how they are sold
auction.
·.
656; What are the charges likely to be incurred ?-Simply cartage and the auctipn.
657. Are there no fees to the Cy.stoms officers from them ?-No.
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658. Where are those goods usually sent to?-To the Custom House yard. .
'(.Ir.ILGuthrie,
659. How long are they allowed to remain in the yard before being sold ?-Whenever I,t"~;:;;:~;,"1sM.
there is a certain quantity gathered togethe1· a sale is held.
660. Are they duly advertised ?-Yes.
661. Then you did the duties of the present wharfinger; you merely sent the goods
into the yard ?-I never sent any goods into the yard; I always managed without that.
662. How did you manage ?-In those times the wharf was not filled up so much as
it has been latterly, and by sending a message to the owners of the goods, they generally take
them away themselves.
·
663. When was that?-In the beginning of 1854.
664. Do not you consider th.at the quantity of goods discharging in 1853 was greater
than in 1854 ?-Decidedly; the greatest pressure we have had here was in November and
December, 1853, and January and February, 1854.
665. And you succeeded during that time in getting the parties to remove their own
goods, in a great measure ?-I do not know how they managed in 1853, because I was sent
down to open the Sandridge Custom J!ouse, and was there nine months; and I came back in
December, 1853, and the work I found very much behindhand, and one or two officers unwell,
and I had very little time to make enquiries about it.
666. During the whole of 1853 you succeeded in keeping the wharf clear ?-I was at
Sandridge eight or nine months in 1853.
667. From December, 1849, to the beginning of 1853 you succeeded in keeping the
wharf clear ?-Yes.
.
668. Do you know who did that duty in 1853 ?-The officer who ought to have done
my duty was the next officer ;- he is since dead.
669. Do you know whether he kept the wharf clear ?-I never heard to the contrary.
670. Did he send any goods to the Custom House yard ?-No; he never sent any to
the Custom House yard.
671. Do you know how the wharfinger does now ; does he make any sort of exertion
to communicate to the parties ?-I do not think he does; I think he just sends them off to the
yard.
672. To whom does he entrust them ?-There is a man in the yard who takes care of
them; that is the gentleman who is put down as the Queen's warehouse locker. I think they
are merely sent there under the care of the assistant wharfinger, to see them duly delivered,
·and they are just left there; they are all bulky articles. I do not think there have been any
cases that could be easily removed ; it is principally timber and bags of lime, and heavy articles
.
of'sma.ll value:
673. Do not you think this wharfinger might be dispensed with?-I think the duties
might be done amongst the landing waiters. At the time I speak of we all conceived it our
duty to keep the wharves clear for our own sakes, and we did it and managed it.

FRIDAY, 2ND MARCH, 1855.
·PRESENT :-Mr.

Henty, in the Chair; Mr. Bradshaw, Mr. D' Arch, Mr. McCulloch.

Mr. Thomas Dryborough examined.
674. You are landing surveyor at Melbourne?-Yes.
Mr. Dryborough,
675. How long have you been in the Customs department altogether ?-About 2nd March,IS5-'1•
seventeen years.
676. How long have you been attached to the Customs department in Melbourne?Since November 1st, 1853.
.
677. What are your duties ?-Special superintendent of the waterside department.
. 678. Have you any office duties ?-Yes; reporting cases requiring to be reported on,
and it is our duty to issue books to the officers appointed to ships and keeping a record of
·
the same.
679. You say "our" duty; by that you mean the duty of Mr. Down and yourself;
do you do it indiscrimil).ately ?-Yes.
680. You issue the blue books and red books ?-Yes; just as we happen to be
present.
·
681. In what respect do Mr. Down's duties differ from yours: he is called inspector
and landin~ surveyor?-Yes; he has recently had the duties of inspector added to the landing
surveyorsh1p.
6~2. That is inspector of outports ?-Yes. I understand it is also to comprehend
the supermtendence of the warehouse department here, that is, the checking of the warehouse
books. I believe that is included in his duty.
CusTOMs.-h.
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Mr. Dr~borough,
.
683. Does the landing surveyor receive any copy of the entries ?-Not now. Although
2ndc~1!~~~';'18 55 • addressed to the landing surveyor, we never receive them: they are delivered to the jerquer.
They continue to be addressed to the landing surveyor, but they are sent to the jerquer.
684. Are the outdoor services of the landing surveyor the same as under the old
system ?-Yes.
· .
685. But the checking of accounts is transferred to the jerquer ?-Yes.
686. The indoor work that used to be performed by the landing surveyor is now
performed by the jerquer in checking the Collector's cash transactions ?-Yes.
687. You have a clerk ?-Yes.
688. Inspector's clerk he is called ?-Yes.
689. He writes the covers of the blue and red books?-Yes, and despatches them to
the officers ?
·
690. Have you much correspondence in the landing surveyor's office ?-No; occasionally reports to the Collector upon any serious matter requiring to be reported on ; but I
might say our correspondence is very limited.
691. Are you often employed over time ?-Not recently; very rarely the last few
months.
.
692. Is a copy of the ship's rep?rt sent to you ?-Yes, it is sent in of course to have
the officer appointed.
693. Does it go through your hands when you issue the blue book ?-Yes.
694. It comes from the long· room to you ?-Yes.
695. And you send it down with the blue book to the officer appointed to the ship?Yes.
696. You have been seventeen years in the Custom House altogether ?-Yes.
697. At what ports?-I have been at Launceston, Van Diemen's Land. My last
appointment was.at Hobart Town.
698. But you did not go to Hobart Town; you threw it up ?-Yes; I left that appointment to come to this Colony.
699. Were you ever in the Customs department in England ?-Not under pay;
under instruction merely.
700. That was at Leith, was it not?-Yes; about two months I was under instruction there preparatory to coming out.
701. Were you in the outdoor department in Van Diemen's Land; in the same
appointment as you hold here ?-The appointment that I resigned was the same, that of
landing surveyor.
702. In the first instance you .were appointed landing waiter at Latinceston ?_.At
Georgetown ; that is a branch of the Port of Launceston.
703. How many years were you there ?-About six years, I think, as landing waiter
at Georgetown, and then I became acting senior landing waiter at Launceston.
704.· Does that appointment embrace duties similar to those of landing surveyor?-Yes, quite so.
705. You held that appointment for about three years and a half?-Yes, and then'
on Mr. Guthrie's appointment I was confirmed as senior landing waiter, and continued as
senior landing waiter until October, 1853.
·
. 706. Upon the Collector having leave of absence, you acted for about six months as
Collector ?-Yes.
707. That brings you down to the time you came to this Colony ?-Yes.
708. Are your duties here principally on the waterside at the wharves ?-Yes.
709. Do you visit the wharves occasionally during the day?-Yes.
710. At any particular time ?-No.
711. How often in the day do you visit the wharves ?-I visit the different stations
freq~ently. I generally go down the first thing and make a tour, and go back again, from
one station to another.
712. What are the stations-?:__I count the railway as one, and commenCing from the
Falls down to Cole's. Then there are Cole's and Raleigh's (the P. and·o. is now shut); then
you get into the new dock. That is the ext.rem!ty.
.
713. Is there a landing waiter at each of these places ?-Yes. We have a landing,
waiter placed in the P. and 0. office, and one in Raleigh' a-one in Cole's, and we have three
in the lower shed, and four in the upper shed.
714. Do you make any note of your visiting t~ese landing waiters ?-No.
715' You make no record in the books ?-No.
716. Is not that customary to be done ?- I do not see how it could well be done-it
could certainly be done, but there is no b?Ok.
.
717. In the blue books ?-There IS such a multttude of blue books.
718. Are .you _aware whether it is done in Leith ?-:-According t~ t~e la~ding
surveyor's instructiOns 1t should be done, but from my recollectiOn of the practl~e m Leith I
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do not remember its being done. On any occasion of rctaring and reweighing it is generally Mr. Dl'l:borough,
·
d down m
• th e book .
conttnutd,
JOtte
2nd )larch, 1855.
719. How many landing waiters are there?-We have at present fourteen.
720. Do you keep an appearance sheet in the office of each landing waiter ?-No ; ~
one general appearance sheet.
721. Who initials that each morning ?-Mr. Guthrie has. the charge of that.
722. Does not the landing surveyor initial it ?-Occasionally.
723. Mr. Guthrie is a landing waiter himself?--Yes, but he has been entrusted
with the keeping of that book.
724. Are you aware that the landing surveyor's duties are to initial the sheets every
morning?-Yes, according to the board's instructions, but that has been discontinued.
There was no appearance sheet kept here until about six months ago, when it was resumed.
At our disconnection with the Home Government the appearance sheet was discontinued.
725. Do you consider fourteen landing waiters sufficient to do the duties of this
·
·
· .
port ?-At present.
• 726. Might the duties be done with fewer
do not think they could satisfactorily,
even -at the present low state of things. The time is fully occupied doing justice to the
cargoes which want superintending. I do not think even now we could do with less.
727. How many ships may each landing waiter take charge of on the average ?-I
have averaged them yesterday, and I find there are six to each landing waiter discharging now.
728. Have you known them have a much larger number of ships ?-Yes, very many
more. It is almost incredible the number I have seen.
729. 1'heir time is fully taken up ?-Their time is fully taken up., I do not mean to
say that always each man is fully occupied; but taking the average.
730. Might not some of these landing waiters be dispensed with if a superior sort of
men as weighers could be occasionally taken on in the event of a press of business ?-It
t"equires some training. A man must be kept in practice. Gauging is a most particular
duty. It requires considerable experience for gauging.
731. What other duties require experience ?-There is the weighing of different
articles, that is tea and so on. Of course the gauging is the most particular.
732. You say the weighing of tea is important, and requires a landing waiter; is it
not occasionally the practice that the weighers weigh the tea apd report to the landing waiter
when he comes down occasionally to inspect ?-No; we do not weigh every chest of tea; we
weigh ten out of a hundred, the merchant being there and satisfied that it is a fair average
weight, and we take it for granted and determine the gross weight.
733. In weighing a quantity of sugar, does the' landing waiter wait there and weigh
it?-No.
734. Who weighs it ?-The landing waiter has got a weigher, whom he is as often as
possible superintending, but the weighing goes on in his absence.
735. Then the duty of weighing is done by the weigher?-Yes.
736. And occasionally the landing waiter comes round and inspects ?-Yes.
737. The part requiring most experience is the gauging ?-Certainly.
738. Do you think it would be an advantage to put aside so many landing waiters as
gaugers ?-We tried it, and found it very objectionable. We had perhaps four or five who
understood gauging thoroughly, and the whole of the work fell upon them ; and in the event
of sickness or any otlier cause of absence we could not supply their places. It requires
constant practice to keep a man up to his gauging.
·
·
739. Do you think four .or five landing waiters are sufficient for gauging, taking the
whole of the year ?-At present they are.
740. What are the hours of the landing waiters ?-Fromeight in the morning during
the summer months, and nine in the winter: months, to four in the afternoon all the year
.
.
round.
741. Occasionally you work later ?-Then there is special application made for
over time by the ship or the importer.
.
·
742. Addressed to the landing surveyor ?-Addressed to the Collector, or ought to be.
743. How do you mean" or ought to be ?"-The Act requires it.
744. Is not that carried out ?-These applications are generally presented about two
or three o'clock in the afternoon, when the Collector may be absent; and in all cases they
are presented~ to the landing surveyor, who grants the permission to work over time.
7 45. The landing surveyors are the very parties who are interested ?-Yes ; they
are interested frequently in it.
746. Then the regular applications to the Collector do not go to the Collector, but to
the landing surveyor ?-Yes; they are invariably presented to us.
747. Do you think it would be an advantage that they should be presented to the
Collector, or in his absence to the c~ief clerk ?-I do not know; it might be. The question
was only mooted the other day. I brought it before the Collector not a week ago, to .consider
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::~rr. Dr,: borough, whether, as the Act required that the Collector should grant the over time, he did not think
-znct"~;!:::1sn~>. it advisable to have it presented to him; but, on considering the matter, he thought we
should continue to do ·as .we had done.
.
748. What was the practice in Van Diemen's Land in that respect?-! never knew
of such a case there.
.
·
749. It is not frequently asked for there? -It is never permitted. I never knew of
an instance of any over time being granted, I think I have known it applied for, but it was
never granted.
·
750. H.ave you known of any cases where over time has been applied for here and
been refused ?-I am not aware of any.
_
·
·
751. As a general rule it is granted ?-As a general rule it is granted.
752. What pay do the officers receive ?-The scale was fixed, and I believe it was
allowed by the Government-landing surveyors lOs. an hour, landing waiters 6s. an:hour,
'
weighers 3s. an hour, and tide waiter~ 3s. an hour.
·
753. In every case do all these participate in these sums ?-No; it would depend
upon the cargo to be discharged. If merely lumber, or a cargo of grain, or such like, the
weigher only is engaged.
.
754. In the event of a mixed cargo, supposing there to be a quantity of free goods
and a quantity of other goods, spirits for instance ?-The application would be made to dis. charge free goods only. When an application is made to discharge dutiable goods, a landing
surveyor is then considered necessary, and with a mixed cargo of free goods a landing waiter
and a weigher are considered necessary.
. 755. Have you any idea of the amount of money that may have passed through the
Custom House for over time during the past year ?-'-I have not a ·correct notion, not having
the books or access to them.. I should think it must be something over £1000.
756. In every instance the money passes· through the ·hands of the officers of the
·
Cu!>toms ?-It is paid to the clerk in the long room.
·
·
757. That is invariably the case ?--Yes. When the application is made, and we
·
allow it, the applicant takes it to the long room and pays the money.
758. And it is paid to the officer from a clerk in the Customs ?-Yes, thejerquer.
759. Have you ever known of any instance iu which money has been paid direct to the
officer for over time, and not through the Customs ?-lam not aware of any.
760. You never heard. of an instance of money being paid to an officer for
over time witl)out passing through the books ?-No; it is the invariable rule that so
s,oon as the application is granted it is taken to the clerk in the long room and the
money paid.there.
·
.761. You initial, or sign in some way this letter for power to work over time ?-Yes.
762. What record do you take of that ?_:_None.
763. Then, in fact, you mark tbis letter in some way, granting the over time;
would not that be sufficient for the landing. waiter to act upon?-No ; it must come initialled
from the long room to shew that the money has been deposited .
. 764. Then that letter for over time is kept by a clerk in the long room ?-No, it is
then taken to the landing waiter, the officer of the ship, and he keeps the letter till the end
of the month, and it is evidence· of his claim for a certain amount of over time that he has
wrought.
.
.
..
.
765. Have you e'ver known of any merchants. or lighter agents contracting to have .
their ships disyharged over time all over the year ?-Excepting in the case of Captain Cole,
I am not aware of any other.
766. There is one case then?-There is that case. I believe the arrangement was
. made' in some part of 18&3, on the speci:i,l application of Captain Cole, or his partners, suggesting the arrangement, and I believe the arra.ngement was sanctioned.
·
767. By whom ?-It was before my arrival here; it was in operation when I arrived.
I believe that Mr. Cassell had sanctioned it.
·
·
· 768. Was it a st~nding arrangement, at so much per annum ?-Yes.
.
769. Who got the money from Captain Cole ?-There were three officers engaged in
it :. Mr. McPherson, Mr. Sprent, and Mr. Down.
7.70. Was Mr. McPherson always
Captain Cole~s wharf?-His office is there.
771. How did Mr. Down come to receive a share of it, as landing surveyor ?-I
believe for occasional visits of inspection.
772. But might it not be occasionally that it was required for you to be there at the
over time hour, and so far his services to be dispensed with, and that you could have done.
Captain Cole's work too ?-I never did, although I miglit have been engaged at the same
hour on the Queen's wharf. Whilst there I never interfered with the arrangement..
773. The fact is, that. you might be attending a ship close to Cole's wharf, and be
receiving lOs. an· hour, while Mr. Down was receiving an allowance also from Captain
Cole ?-It might have been so.
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774. You are not aware of any other person making a similar arrangement ?_:_Yes, Mr. Dr~bo:'gh,
I believe Mr Mouritz made some arrangement with one of the landing waiters.
2nd•:;:::. IS55,
77 5. With one of the landing waiters only?-Yes.
776. Irrespective of the landing surveyor?-Yes~
777. When· was that arrangement entered into ?-:.It was in operation on my arrival.
778. It was entered into before your arrival here ?--Yes.
·
779. Do you know whether that was done through the Custom House or any way?I believe so, with the full knowledge of the Collector.
·
780. It was done with his knowledge that such a thing was going on; but was it done
by an application to him approved of in writing ?-I·am not aware of that.
781. Who was the landing waiter in question ?-Mr. Gossett was 'the landing waiter.
782. Do you think as a general rule it is objectiomtble giving over time ?-I think
it is much better·to avoid it. Personally I have no wish to see it. It was a matter of
necessity in those days in the early part of 1854.
783. Even now do you grant it ?--Yes,. when it is applied for.
784. Is the requirement for over time likely to be done away with ?-I think so.
785. By what means ?-By the extension of the wharf accommodation, lighters are
now not so p1·essed as they were.
.
786. Is the practice of d,ischarging ships in the Bay over time carried on ?-Yes.
787. Who receives pay in that case ?-The tide surveyor. It is paid in the tide
surveyor's office.
788. Do the tide surveyor and the tide waiter both receive pay ?-I think not.
·789. To whom is application made for working over time in the Bay: does it go
through the Collector ~-No;· it is made to the tide surveyor at Williamstown.
790. Where is the money paid, to the same clerk in the long room ?-No; it is
.
received, I believe, by Mr. McKay.
791. The Customs, in fact, have nothing at all to do with that money, it is paid to Mr.
McKay . am not positive whether Mr. McKay sends it up at the end of the month to go
through our books. I am not aware whether it goes through our books or not. I know it is .
pai'd to him in the first instance.
792. How often do you visit the warehouses ?-Not frequently of late. The warehousekeeper was authorised by the Collector to have the general superintendence of the
warehouses. We used to consider the inspection a portion of our duty ; even now we
make occasional visits.
·
. 793. Yo~ do not make it a regular practice to visit the warehouses ?-No.
794. Are you speaking of yourself only ?-I am speaking ofmyself. A few days ago
Mr. Childers had made some arrangement whereby the fourteen warehouses should be divided
among three officers, the two landing surveyors and the·warehousekeeper, to inspect them, as
the inspectorship of lockers had been abolished. He·thought it desirable that we.three should
undertake the duty ..
795. That they should be visited at least once a day by a supervising officer ?-Yes.
.
796. Irrespective of any speqial call, when there is excessive waste, or anything
requiring special attention ?-It was so intended, but it has not ·beenTatified yet. Such an
.
arrangement the Collector proposed carrying out.
·
797. Is there any cash book k~pt by the ·landing surveyor ?-Not now.
798. How long has it been discontinued ?-I think it must be some eirtht months ago.
799. Do you think it an advantage discontinuing that cash book ?-It is directly at
variance with the old prl!-ctice. ·
.
.
.
800. And with the practice of the Customs all over the world, especially in England?.Everywhere.
·
.
801. D~d· it entail much labor on the landing surveyors ?-Of course it was a work
of some magnitude.
.
802. You had one clerk then ?-Yes.
803 . .With one good additional clerk could you have carried on the work without much
inconvenience ?-We certainly could have carried on that duty, and have checked the
Collector's receipts.
·
804. Do you think the aid of another clerk wduld be sufficient?-Yes.
805. Under the old system, if you had to 4o the ·outdoor branch as well, what
number of clerks would have been necessary? - I think with another clerk we should have
been able to keep the Collector's cash book, and keep the check-upon the Collector's accounts
required by the old system.
.
806. Even with the press ·of business that you have had of late?-Yes, even
with that.
807. Bearing in mind that there are two landing surveyors ?-Yes; I have taken
that into account.
..
808. Will this appointment Of Mr; Down as inspectodhrow much or any-additional
CpsToMs.-i.

.pO
Mr.

Iir~borough,labor upon you ?-Yes, I should think it would. I think 'it must, for it is calculated. he
. t he year.
WI'11 be aJj sent some months dunng
809. At the outports ?-Yes.
810. Has it been arranged what additional duties are devolving upon you ?-'rhat I
shall.be more indoors, that is the only arrangement; and it is intended that Mr. Guthrie
. should be acting surveyor as occasion may require,
.
811. He is the senior landing waiter ?-Yes;
812. With regard to pilfering on the way up the river; is there much of that ?-I
think it is only trilling.
813. Not to affect the revenue to any extent ?-Not to affect the ·revenue to any
extent. I do not see how it can be.extensive. The hatches are all sealed down. It sometimes will happen that they do. escape, and are tugged off before the hatches are sealed down,
. but rarely ; and generally these vessels are towed up, so that there is no time for the things
··
··
. to be disturbed.
.
814. With regard to discharging ships in the Bay, is there a tide waiter put on board
each ship ?--On foreign vessels. Of course they have not men for eveiy vessel, but vessels
with certain cargoes from foreign ports, it is understood, shall be supplied in .preference to
English vessels.
.,
·
815. But they are put on board English vessels when there are any tide waiters
disengaged
·
.816. Do you tliink that is a goo~ plar~ ?-I. think the late alteration, making the
·.
tide waiters remam.on board the vessel, IS au Improvement upon the old plan.
' 817. What was the old plan ?.-The. old plan was that they left the vessel every
night; and the fact is they left the vessel to go to dinner, .~nd. went back- again, and left
at night, and we:nt there at a certain hour in the morning.
818. How long may it be sinc!3 the ·present system has been in operation ?.,-It is
:within the last six months, I think, that the alteration has been made.
.
819. • Do you think that tide waiters might be dispensed with altogetlier as far as
'keeping theln on board of ships is concerned?-{ think they must be a great protection
when kept on board and sleeping there .. No doubt their presence must be a protection.· I
believe that to be so.
.
820. Are you aware that at one time there were no tide waiters put on board ships
here ?__:_Yes, I belie,"e that was so in the early days.
821. Was tl1at before your arrival ~wre?......:.Yes.
822. Do you not think that smugghng could be prevented by a certai~ number of
boats pulling about in the Bay, sealing up the hatches at night, and so forth, allowing them
to proceed during the da,y to discharge what they choose ?-Yes, if that. could be done it
might _supersede the tide waiters, but I question much whether that is practicable.
·
· 823. What objections do you see to it ?-The ground is very extensive, and vessels
are very·widely scattered, and suppose that a. lighter gets laden and there is a steamer going
past, they are picked up, and it very frequently happens there are disputes on that account;
perhaps one of Cole's steamers is at h!illd when one of his .lighters is ready t~ start, lmt
there is no officer there, and they complain of the detention of waiting for an office:r :who
may be distant, or it may be difficult 0 get him.
. 824. That may be a complaint in future, jt cannot be a complain~ now ?-It does
happeN at times. We frequently have comp1.tints against even Cole's steamers.
825,. How does that happen now, when there niust .be a tide waiter close at hand, if
' .
not one on board ship ?-He may be in a vessel nea.'r at hana, but he is engaged with that
. .
vessel, and he neither has a boat nor can he leave the vessel.
··
826. Could it not be _arranged for a tide surveyor to be there when a lighter was
'about full; they must know in the morning or the evening when a lighter is about.ready
for going up
fancy there would be difficulty in it, but I have not had much practical
experience.
·
·
.827. There are certain wharfingers about. the wh:,uves ?-Yes;. we have one in Melbourne and two assistants.
· 828. 'l'hat is three men acting as wht1rfingers ?-Yes.
829.· How long have they bee!!. on. the wharf?_:_Since about the beginning of 1854,
shortly after'::\fr. Childers joined, I think.
, 830. They were not on tlie wharf :when you came ?-No; it is an appointment
made since 1 have been here.
.
831. Do you consider them much advantage on the wharf?-! think they h?>V~
been of great use. Any one acquainted with the wharves may see the improvement that
has been effected in keeping the wharves clear.
. .
832. Do. not you think that arises now from the extended wharf aecommodatwn, and_
from less goods arriving ?-That may account for a great deal of it; but even a few months
~go, before we had this extended wharfage,, there '!as a decided improvement. ·
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833. Do not you. think that the landing waiters, seeing that there are fourteen of Mr. D>·~oorough,
them, might be spread all along the wharf, and discharge the duty of having the goods 2n/~;;;~i.':fsr.5.
removed ?-It has been' found that what is every one's duty is rio one's, and it is better performed by one man.
834. Could it not he made an individual duty of each landing waiter to keep his own
portion of the wharf clear ?-It might be made a part of his duty.
835. For that portion of the whaJ>f he has control over ?-There used to ·be considerable trouble connected with these wha.rfingers' duty: giving notice to the parties, and the
taking and removing of goods to the yard and arranging them, and perhaps, when claimed,
delivering them to the proper parties; and if the landing waiters were to have their time taken
up with that it would seriously interfere with more important duties.
336. Do you think it would actually interfere with the duties of a landing waiter to
require that he should keep his own part of the wharf clear ?-The landing waiter has no
particular part; he has ve,ssels everywhere; he has got such' an, extensive range ; he may have
a vessel at the new dock and another at the falls. He must follow the vessels to their berths .
.. 837. You think at all events it cannot be very well done in that way
think one
wharfinger for these wharves is a useful officer.
838. Do you know how it a.cted previously to the appointment of a wharfinger?Very badly. At many phtees on the wharf it was impossible to land anything.
839. Do you think if the landing waiters had used a little exertion, or spoken to the
parties, the wharf would have been clear ?--No; things were thrown out, one cargo upon
another.
·
·
840. Have you had any practical experience of that ?-I often have made attempts
to get parties to take away goods.
·
841. It has been given in evidence before this Board that it did not interfere very
much with the duties of landing wa,iter to keep the wharf clear ?-It certainly must have
operated against the landing of goods, because if our wharf space was so occupied that there
were certain portions of the wharves at which we could not land goods, it must have acted
injuriously.
-,
·
842. So far as confusion of the wharf is concerned; hut could not a landing waiter
have those goods removed, he knowing the parties that imported them; could he not more
readily get at the party owning the goods being landed from a vessel rather than a wharfinger, who does not know anything about them ?-Then his time would be very much
occupied in running after those matters.
843. Is he not in daily and hourly· communication with the wharf elerks of the
merchants ?-It might be practicable now, I think, with the extended wharf accommodation.
844. Do you know the quantity of goods that have been lately sent into the Custom
House yard by the Collector ?-Very trifling indeed.
·
845. I see the proceeds in 1854 amount to £1845 : have you any means of checking
that amount ?-No; I have nothing whatever to do with it.
846. Do you know anything of the charges incurred upon those goods ?-The charges
are simply the cartage; no rent is charged.
·
847. There is no retum to the Customs: they get no benefit?-No.
848. You were in Leith for some time ?-Yes.
849. Do you remember the number of officers that were there ?-I think there were
about eight or ten; I am not quite sure which.
850. In the lauding waiter's department ?-Yes.
851. Exclusive of the landing surveyor?-Yes.
852. Have you any idea of the numbet: of weighers ?-No.
853. Do you know anything of the amount of the revenue collected ?-No.854. Nor the number of ships entered ?-No.
855. Can you refer to any book giving the statistics of the port ?-I do not know
of any.
,
856. The tide waiters 11re not kept on board of ships now all night, are they?---Yes.
·857. Even when their hatches are sealed ?-I suppose they seal them before they
go to bed.
858. You have had experience in all branches of the service: can you suggest any
improvements in the system of tide waiters at present adopted, with a view of causing a
reduction in the expense of the department ?-I am not aware whether the plan of having
boats rowing about would be advisable; I would scarcely venture an opinion a.s to whether it
would be better or not.
859. On the average what class of men are employed as tide waiters, as to respectability?-Very much above the average. Many young men of respectable connections,
educated men and young men of good families, are employed in that capacity.
860. Do they give any bond for. their good conduct?-Yes; the usual bond.
· 861. To what amount ?-I think £300.
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:ur. Dryborough,
862. Is it not the case, that one o'fficer may. be receiving pay for over time from two
~nd~·~;~~·~so;;..or three different parties, that he may ~ave three or four different ships discharging at the

same .time, for each of which he may receive pay?-Yes.
·
863. Does the present plan of sending down warrants for the landing of goods to. the
tide .surveyors at Williamstown give convenience to the merchants ?r:_Yes; it appears to
answer very well.
864. T4ey are only sent down once a day, are they ?-They are only sent down once
a dlJ.y. ,
·
865. Are there occasionally complaints that they are not done?---Yes;
,866. Would a more frequent· commimication with Williamstown be convenient
Yes ; it would be a great convenience, and, in many instances, prevent detentions.
867. At what hour do they go down ?-'-At four in the.afternoon.
868.· By what conveyance ?-By the railway.
869. Who takes charge of sending them down ?-One of the clerks in the long room.
J.'here is a box .kept there, and· they are put into it as they are passed, and despatched by the ·
messenger.
.
870. Would it be convenient t() send them down three or. four. times a day ?-it
would ; but the expense I understand to be the obj!*ltion.
·
""
871. Is this carried on by contract ?--:--'Yes.
872. Along the railway, and by steam?-Yes; the box used to be conveyed by one
of Cole's steamers every day untillatQlJ..
'
873. Are you aware of the nature of the contract
am not.
874. Where are they conveyed to?-To the tide surveyor's office at Williamstown..·
· 875. And he sends them on board. the ships ?-The officers assemble at his office .in
the morning before starting; and they. are delivered to them then.
876. So that an entry passed to~day. ought to be on board the ship .the following
morning ?-Yes.
.·
.
·
, 877. The despatch box, with the. warrants, is only sent once a day ?-Only .once a
day at present.
878. There is a charge ,in the Estimates for " Conveyance of Despatch Boxes,
.£200 ?"-Yes.
879. Does that include Geelong ?-No.
880. That is only :for sending to Williamstown once a day?-Yes, but that estimate
.
.
is, no doubt, providing for a more frequerlt sending.
881. Would it not facilitate tJ'le discharge of ships if those en tries or warrants could
be sent down oftener ?-In many instances it would. · '
. ·
882. And that system may be contemplated perhaps now ?-I think it must be if
such an amount is set down.
·
883. Do you send any person in charg~ of the' box ?-~o; it is merely putin charge
of the railway people.
.·
..
· 884. With respect .to ships .clearing the Bay, how are the outward entries managed
in that case ?-A vessel loading in the Bay is certified by the tide officer.
· .
885. The warrant goes down .to him for the shipment in the same way as for'landinggoods ?-Yes.
886. By this box ?-Yes. .
.
887. Do you take entries ·for goods exported the same day that the ship cl~ars
out ?-Yes, I believe they do. It was suggested by some one in the office t~at ·a vessel
should not be allowed to clear out on the day the entry was passed. I do not know that
there is any order against a vessel. clearing out the same day. It was suggested it should be
·so, but I think Mr: Childers has not issued any such order yet.
888. There is no objection now to goods, the produce of the C.olony, or other goods
being shipped the day. the vesselclears?-No, I believe.not.
~ .
.
889. That is provided the entry goes back endorsed ?--:-Yes.
.
890 .. But with respect to goods shipped for. drawback of duty, and goods> shipped
from the .warehouse under bond, is any exception made in .those cases.{,--Jf a certificate of
shipment is received there is no ex.ception.
.
. ·
891. Has there not .been au order . issued within the· last eight days upon the
subject ?-=-I ai:n not aware pf its being issued. Mr. Childers consulted me about it, when .I
stated.it 11\ight ~e a very serious loss to parties if they were prevented clearing the same day.
892. Is it not usual tliat you should know these instructions ?-Yes. we ought.
893. They are invariably communicated to you, are they not ?-Yes ..
894. So that that order .cannot exist.?-No, I think not.
895. Supposing goods were. passed the same day as a vessel .cleared, what wpuld ·be
the· effeCt; supposing goods were .issued from one of the bonded warehouses to .be s4~pped;
there are cases ·wher.e you ship,goods .under bond ?---Yes;
·
.
896. Supposing they got down to the Bay.and,found the ship off, or. supposing there
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were any difficulty in the shipment
what would be the result ?---Then they would be Mr.conttnu6ll,
Dr~borough,
.
'
returned ; the officer would brmg them back.
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897. Supposing that occurred in the evening, how then ?-They would be brought
back, and the officer would remain in charge. A case happened the other day. Some
spirits for Hobart Town were sent down, and the casks were in very bad order, and the
captain of the vessel would not receive them, and they were returned by one of Cole's
steamers after dark. They were got out. and put under lock.
l\Ir. Frederick McPherson examined.
898. You are a landing waiter?-Yes.
.
Mr. McPherson,
899. Your duties are chiefly confined to Cole's wharf, are they not ?-No; I am a 2 "d March,Iss5•
landing waiter on that wharf, but my duties are not confined to that wharf.
900. Not exclusively, but chiefly?-No; I have had more to do perhaps on that
wharf than any other. My office is there.
901. How long have you been in the department ?-Upwards of two years.
902. How long have you been in the Customs service altogether ?-Upwards of two
years.
903. As landing waiter ?-Yes; I have been seventeen years in the colonial service
of the Crown altogether, but only two in the Customs department.
904. ·what are your hours ?-At present eight to four in the summer months, and
nine to four in the winter.
905 .. How many landing waiters are there on the wharf?-Fourteen.
906. Is their time generally fully taken up?-We have not been so busy latterly:
907. How many ships may you have now in charge at this moment?- I think I have six.
908. How niany lighters from these ships are discharging at the wharf at present?They are perhaps not all discharging at the same time.
909. Either yesterday or to-day how many lighters were there discharging from these
six ships ?-Three.
910. You have a weigher at each lighter?-Yes.
911. You are not present at any lighters especially; you are a portion of time in your
office ?-We go from one to the other, we do not stand over one.
912. Do you remain any portion of your time in your office?-Yes; we have indoor
work to attend to as well.
913. In inspecting these weighers what is your duty ?-Their duty is principally to
tally out the goods.
914. When you visit them what check do you put on them! do you make them
exhibit their books ?-Yes; when they are weighing sugar, for instance, they keep a book,
and we constantly come round to them and check the weights. I see them weighed myself.
915. Supposing there is a lighter discharging a cargo of sugar, and the weigher is
weighing the goods when you come round, do you weigh any of the bags personally, that
is, see them weighed ?-Yes ; I see them weighed.
.
.
916. After the weigher has done it do you take any of the bags that he has weighed
and see whether he has weighed them correctly?-We have not done it; we are not in the
habit of doing that when the size of the bags is pretty much alike. Those weighed in the
landing waiter's presence would be a sufficient check.
917. Do you not think it would be an advantage to do it?-Yes ; but where we have
got five or six tons of sugar, and the bags nearly answer to the same weight, we have
generally a sufficient check upon them by the weighing of a portion in ou1• presence.
918. Do you not think it would be an advantage for you to check what they had
actually done, not only what they were doing before your own eyes ?-Yes, and that has been
done ; but it is not a general practice by any means. If I find any great discrepancy I make
them turn over the bags and reweigh them. With regard to tobacco or any other dutiable
goods, I consider it the duty of a landing waiter to see every package weighed himself.
919. For instance, with regard to making an allowance for damage or of breakage
in the case of bottled beer, are you allowed to make that concession of the charge for
.
breakage ?-Five per cent. is the allowance.
920. Supposing there is a claim made for extra allowance, are you entitled to make
that of your own accord ?-Not without personal examination. ·
921. 13ut can you do it without referring to the landing surveyor ?-I should examine
it, and if, after examination, I found the're was a certain amount of breakage, I would say
to the landing surveyor, " This beer is in very bad order, and the average I have taken out
of so many is so a"nd so."
922. Then you make an allowance and report it to him afterwards ?-Yes, unless he
is on the wharf at the time; his personal inspection is obtained if possible, but sometimes not.
923. It is subject to his confirmation ?-Yes, it must be subje~t to his approval,
any allowance.
¥
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924. .Do. you find much inconvenience or crowding of the wharves from g·oods landing·
goods lymg left over on the wharf ?-Not now.
925. You felt that at one time ?-Yes, when we were very much pressed and there
.was so much business doing on the wharf.
'
926. At that time was there a wharfinger? -No, not at the commencement of the
:pressure.
927. But even while there was. a wharfinger you were inconvenienced from· over
crowding?-Yes, there was great difficulty sometimes.
928. Even with a wharfinger?-Yes; the lightermenareall in the habit of throwing
the goods out the bes.t way they can..
·
.
929. Do you think the landing waiters could find time to see that goods were
removed by desiring the merchants to take them away?-We might be of service in keeping
,the wharf clear ourselves if we had the power.
930. You could do it ; you would find time to send a weigher to tell the wharf cler~
the goods must be removed ?-Yes; it might be done in that manner.
.
931. Your hours are up to four o'clock ?-Yes.
. . 932. Sometimes as late as seven ?-Yes.
.
933. How long have you remained on tl1e wharf in the evening ?-I was attending
on the wharf the night before last till seven o'clock.
·
934. But as a general rule ?-Six o'clock.
935. Are you paid extra for that ?-Yes, there is over time.
936." That is from the merchant ?-Yes, the merchant or owner of the lighter.
· 937. How much do you receive as an officer during the time you are employed?The charge for the landing waiter is 6s. an hour.
· 938. How do you receive the authority to work over time; from what source do you
receive it?-Generally there is a form of application gone through, when it is. found practi~
cable. Sometimes it is not possible to get tha,t done, and we have had authority in pressing
cases; if we see it .is required we grant it; in fact, sometimes we cannot avoid it. Last night
we were detained till five o'clock.
939. Suppose that the merchant wishes to work two or three hours later, it is not
necessary that he should go up to the Custom House; supposing he is busy, he comes to you,
or any of the landing waiters, and says~" I wish to work' to-night for two or three hours?".,....
This has been done under particular circumstances ; it is then reported at the Custom House
a~d approved.
·
.
940. You take it upon yourselves to grant the permission, and get it allowed afterwards?-Yes, it has been done, knowing that it will be allowed, and that there is ~othing
incorrect in it.
941. In every instance. the money that you get for over time goes through the Customs
books ?-Yes.
942. In every case ?-Yes.
.
943. What clerk. in the Custom House pays you ?-I believe it goes through the
jerquer's office.
.
944. The question is, as to the clerk who pays it to you ?-Thereis some clerk in the
·
long room who receives the money.
.
945. 'l'he Board does not wish to know as to the receiving of it so much as from whom
do you get the money individually ?-The money is got generally from the party who has
applied for the over time.
946. From whose hands do you receive it ?-:-From the Custom House.
947. From whom ?-From the jerquer's office.
948. Is it not a person in the long room who has to do with the over time ?-The
p1oper. form to go through is, when there is over time required, there is a form of request
to work; that goes in to the landing surveyor, he marks the application, and if the merchant
is prepared at the time he pays the money, which is received by a clerk in the long room; if
not, or in fact whether he does or not, he brings back the application to the landing waiter.
We see that it is granted, and the application is worked.
.
949. You say that is the proper form, but the Board want to get at the practice of
the: port ; it is not so much the form that ought· .to be adopted as the practice .of the port
that the Board wish to get at. Is that the regular practice ?-That is the general practice.
.
950. It is not the invariable form ?-There are instances in which· it is departed
from, as I was going to mention. There was an instance no later than yesterday, where at
Cole's wharf they were exceedingly .busy with landing goods up to about two o'clock, and we
found that by four we could not possibly get th~se goods that were i~ charge of the Customs
into a proper place, the place was so crowded w1th drays and one thmg and another, and I
. considered it my duty to see that those goods were removed and put into safe keeping before
I left. Of course, Mr. Norton had not, in this case, made any formal application; but it
was an understood thing the offic~r attending should be paid for attending, and when there
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951. It is a sort of understanding ?-Yes. They very often, in the press of
business, say," These forms give us a great detl.l of trouble."
952. Then does he just hand 6s. over to you ?-No; he pays it by cheque at the
close of the month.
953. Does he pay it to the officer. individually ?-No; he gives a cheque which is
paid into the Custom House.
954. To whom does he pay the cheque ?-I have been in the habit for some time
back of making out an account for any over time on Cole's wharf.
955. Does ::Yir. Norton, in such a case as you speak of, pay you this cheque?-At
the end of the month.
956. He pays it to you ?-He pays it to the Customs through me.
957. To whom does 1\ir. Norton pay this money
gives me a cheque.
958. Then do you mean to say that you then pay it into the Customs ?-I then pay
it into the Customs.
· 959. It goes through you into the Customs ?_:_Yes.
960. You pay the money into the Customs, to whom do you pay it ?-I sometimes
give the cheque to the landing surveyor; if he is not there, I give it into the jerquer's office.
I consider the landing surveyor the proper officer; he is the senior.
961. Do you give any receipt for it ?-I give a receipt to Cole, Bruce and Norton.
I give them an account and sign it at the same time.
962. Do you get any receipt when you pay the money ?-No.
963. You pay away the cheque in the Customs to any party?-Yes; the landing
surveyor, his clerk, or the jerquer.
964. To any one specially ?-To the landing surveyor if he is there, and if not
there, to his clerk, or to the jerquer. I know that it ultimately goes through the jerquer's
office, and I consider one or the other getting it is sufficient.
965. Is that practice carried on to much extent, the granting of over time, without
being referred to the landing surveyor ?-No, not to any great extent; only when
unavoidable.
966. Have lou ever heard of any instance of a merchant or lighter agent bargaining
to give so much an get over time when required during the year?-Cole, Bruce and Norton
did it for twelve months during the busy time.
. "' ·
967. How long is it since that arrangement ceased ?-Four months ago.
968. You were on Cole, Bruce and Norton's wharf?-Yes; that was for a particular
purpose : for their steamers; not for their lighters.
969. That was an ~rra.ngement entered into for one year from a certain date ?-There
was no time mentioned; they merely requested permission to have an officer stationed on the
wharf to attend to the over time of their steamers, and then they found it did not pay them
and they discontinued it.
970. What were to be the terms of payment ; did they wish to compound in any way;
was any amount offered by them ?-Yes, it was fixed by the landing surveyor.
·
971. At what rate ?-It was regulated as nearly as possible on the rate of lOs. for the
landing surveyor and 6s. for the landing waiter.
.
972. Each day?-Yes; the amount came to £8 a month for each officer: it was £4
a week for the landing waiters and £2 a week for the landing surveyor.
973. And the weigher ?-No weigher in attendance.
97 4. Did you see any .agreement ; was there any form of application ?-I saw the·
application.
975. Addressed to whom ?-To the landing surveyor, or to the Collector, I forget
which.
976. Were you any party to the making of it-you were consulted as a matter of
course ?-It was fixed by the landing surveyor.
977. Which was that ?-I think Mr. Down was the only one here then; it must
have been Mr. Down; Mr. Drybo
h was not here at the time.
to you that one of the other landing waiters and
978. Mr. Down commun·
yourself were required to wait extra hours alternately, and you would get £4 a week?-Yes.
979. Who paid you this money-was it paid by Cole, Bruce and Norton direct to
yourself?-At first we got a cheque at the end of the month, and it was then divided amongst
the officers concerned.
980. Did it not· go to the landing surveyor or jerquer's office at all ?-Not to th('}
jerquer's office; now it does. '.L'he cheque was simply paid to the landing surveyor, and by
him divided.
.
981. Was there any reason why that system was dropped, of just taking a chequewithout paying it into the office of Customs ?-I do not know.
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982. You yourself in these cases now invariably pay it in to some one in the
Cus toms ?. - y es.
.
.
983. Invariably ?-Yes.
984. Is there any reason why the system should have been changed from the system
of taking the money without paying it into the Customs ?-No, not that 1 know of.
. 985. You have never been asked by any of the officers to pay the money into the
Customs ?-Yes, we were given to understand that it would have to pass through the books.
986. Who gave you to understand that ?-1'he landing surveyor. From what I
understood it was the Collector's wish that there should be an account made out with all
particulars, which should be passed through the jerquer's books.
987. How long is it since you got that instruction, or was it an instruction ?-It
was a verbal order which I attended to, as the officer making out the monthly accounts.
988. How long may it be since you heard of this desit·e to have the account so
passed
should think it was very shortly after the Collector joined.
989. Which Collector ?-Mr. Childers. Perhaps two or three months after.
990. The practice you allude to of dividing this money of Cole, Bruce·and Norton
at the end of the month must have continued after Mr. Childers' time ?-It was shortly
b~fore the jerquer's office was established.
991. When was the jerquer's office established ?-The over time had been going on
for twelve months, and it is now four months since it was discontinued.
992. Up to the time it was discontinued you used to take the money and just divide
it amongst yourselves ?-Yes, I took the cheque to the landing surveyor, and he took his
portion.
993. Now you have got instructions that it is wished that the money should go
through the jerquer's office ?-Yes.
994. How long ago is it since you understood that ?-I should. think it must be
going on for six months.
995. Then you must have had those instructions that it was wished to go through the
Customs, while at the same time you were making distribution of it without its going through
the Customs?-'rhat could not have been, because I could not have done it.
996. Then you must be wrong in the date ?-Perhaps I may be.
997. Four months ago this arrangement with Cole, . Bruce and Norton was
discontinued ?-Yes.
_
. 998. Up to that date the landi~g surveyor was in the habit of dividing the money
amongst the officers entitled to it without passing it through the Custom!'_\ ?-No, that would
be for the whole time ; it was discontinued in October last.
.
999. Then up to October last you were in the practice of dividing this money without
its going through the Customs ?--Not without going through the Customs. It was discontinued
in October altogether, but some months previous to its being discontinued it went through the
jerquer's office; it went into his books almost immediately after his appointment.
1000. Can you state how long it is since you commenced to pass this through the
jerquer's books ?-If the jerquer's office was created in July, I should say it must be almost
from the date of that.
1001. You suppose it must have been about July ?-Yes.
1002. For how long previously to that did you practise the distribution of the money
amongst _yourselves without its going through the books ?-It was from the previous October.
1003. About nine months ?-About nine months.
1004. Were there any other simibr arrangements to that which you have been
mentioning as existing with Cole, Bruce and Norton, with any other parties ?-No; it was
merely with regard to their steamers; their other over time, with regard to their lighters,
went through the same form as any other merchant's over time; but with regard to steamers, .
it was a different arrangement altogether; it was night work principally.
100.5. When do the steamers discharge ?-They have been in the habit of coming up
constantly between the hours of fot+r and eight with goods.
1006. Discharging at Cole's wharf?_:_Yes.
1007. Occasionally Cole's; other lighters discharged over time too ?-They did.
1008. Then you would occasionally be working extra time with them as well as with
the steamers ?-Yes, the landing waiter appointed to the ship would.
1009. Then Captain Cole might be paying for two or three at the same time ?-He
might if from different vessels.
_
.
1010. Can you give the Board any iaea what amount you yourself may have earned
in over time during the past year altogether-in a rough way, as close as you can give it?I cannot say positively ·without the books ; I know there was a great deal for six or eight
months when we were very busy.
·
1011. Perhaps four hundred or five hundred pounds ?-Not half that. I was going
to say one hundred pounds, but I do not like to be positive.
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1012. Are you speaking irrespective qf the ~tanding arrange~ent with Cole's w~arf; M!·;;;1~,~~~~on,
you do not include that in the amount ?-That was at the rate of £8 a month for e11>ch 2ud !\Inrch, tass.
l~tpding waiter.
1013. Then the £100 you refer to would be independent of tlu-!.t arr~ngement[--,Yes.
1014. How long did that arrangem~nt with Cole, Bruce 11ncl. No:r~on la10t ?...,..,.Nine
months l think it was.
· 1015. You made up this statement, No. 8 ?-Yes,
. , 1016. That if? ali average of yo1;tr work done per we()}{ ?-Ye.s, tl!at is a~ average
week's work done.
·
·
1017. You put down here 1000 tons of free good~ requirjng examination-will you
explain to the Board how you make that amount ?-We take .by that §t~ttemel)t ()very~hing
that the vessel has on board.
· ·
1018. It is put down as requiring ex~mination ?-That was what we were given to
understand, that the return was to be m~de o~t in th~tt way ; in fact, everything did require
examination.
1019. Do you ~can to say that yo11: opel).ed all the cases ?.,-Oh, no; but we are
supposed to pass them.
1020. You do not take any examination of free goods in yoy.r books, do you ?-Only
under sight entries we have frequently to opeiJ them.
·
.
102l. YQ~ keep no account in your bh.1e QO()}{ of the landing .of free goods ?-Of
sight only.
1022. But what is actually done?-We freq!lently open fre() goods.
1023. Do you copy the warrant for t~e delivery of free goodf? ip.to you..r book ?-No,
we do not ; we examine them.
1024. By examining them you mean that you take im acCO!lnt from the :weigher, and
cgpy from his memorandum the marks and numbers of the cases ?-No; I see them opened.
I make a practice myself of not allowing goods to be opened unless I l:J>m present.
,
1025. Do you mel).n to say that you open every ca:;e Qf f!'~ goods that j~ lf!.nded ?Oh, no.
1026. Js it not arranged in tliis way: that supposing yo11Jt,ave f1IfY 4oJ!bt apout the
true description of the goods you then open t4~m ?-Yes.
1027. Only in that case ?-Yes.
.
1028. What would be the average n!Jmb.er of cases you would op.e.n in a week and
examine: is it a matter of frequen:t occurrence as regards free goods ?-It has been d9ne
more lately by orders from the landing surveyor. We were not formerly in the habit of
doing it so much.
1029. Is it done more frequently when the landing waiters are not so fully employed?I should suppose it would be.
1()30. You would be more likely to cause a case or package to be opened if your time
was not fully talmn up ?-Yes.
1031. You could not give the Board an idea out of thost;l thousanq .toi).S how many
packages were opened. , Take last week, how many packages were opened ?-,.I open fifte()n or
twenty in the course of a day sometimes.
1032. ~here may not be any more during the week. Can you give the Board any
idea of how many suspicious packages you may come across .and open in the co.urse of a
week ?-Perhaps some fifty or sixty in the course of .a wee]r, indepen,d~.nt of w~a~ are called
'' sight entries" passed for those goods.
1033. On a sight entry you must of course examine, but w]:ler~ you have actually
free goods how many packages do you open in the course of a week ?:-1 should say we
open forty or fifty in a week.
1034. But you ne'Ver open unless you ·have so~e ground of suspicion from the
appearance of the packa.ge ?-That is all.
1035. Even although you have nothing to do at the time ?-Yes, we do sometimes;
we cannot possibly tell in a great many cases whether the goods are correctly entered.
1036. If not busy at the time, the landing waiters even open packages that are not
suspicious looking, just to keep a strict look-out ?:-Not unless we think they are passed
wrongly.
.
1037. Was there not an arrangement with Mr. Mo1,1ritz for w.9rking over ti~e ?There was.
1038. Were you a party to that ?-No.- I know there was an arrangement.
1039. Do you know whether it was of a similar kind to t}le one you were a party to
Spmething of a si.rnilar kind. It was for his steamers, I thin]r.
·
1040. And was payment :n;mde in the _s!Lme way ?-In the r;arpe way I s}lo\lld
suppose.
104,1. Are you awar~ wAetlter the same lal)ding surve;rqr was a par~y to that
arrangement as was iJ. pat:ty to the one that you were cop.cet:ned in ?-1 am not c(;lrt{l.i~
CusTOMs.-l.
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whether that was not divided between the two landing surveyors ; but I had_ nothing tO do
'h th at, an d cannot be pos1t1ve
.. wh at the arrangement was.
,
•
1042. At. all events there was no other arrangement but those two that you were
aware of; you were understood to say before that you knew of none but Captain Cole's .
arrangement ·?-Mr. Mouritz escaped my recollection. There were no other arrangements
for steamers, and there were no arrangements of the sa.me kind for lighters that I know of.
. · 1043. No standing arrangement ?---:No.
.
1044. Will you say that you had seen the letter applying for the arrangement with
Captain Cole ?-I think the application is in my office; I am not certain.
1045. Is it approved by the Collector, and signed by him as approved ?-I think so;
either by him or the landing surveyor.
1046. You never see the Collector~s signature to any of those authOrities to work
over time ?-They are generally s,igned by the landing surveyor. ·
1047. It is not customary to see the Collector's signature?-No. I think the
document is in my office. ·
'
1048. Does the document belong to the office or to you ?-I kept it at the time as a
guide in making out the accounts.
.
1049. During the existence of this arrangement with Cole, Bruce and Norton, you
have said your ·receipts were about £2 a week ?-Two pounds the landing surveyor, and £4
for the landing waiter ; l:iilt there were two landing waiters : I attended one week, and
another attended another week.
.
1050. Your receipts during the existence of that arrangement were about £2 a
week?-No, £4 a week; I had £8.a month; for which I worked a· fortnight.
·
1051. There was· other over time charged during this period from which you would
also get your portion from other parties ?-Yes, iflanding waiter for the vessel.
1052. What amount generally do you suppose you received from your over time,
independently of this £2 per week ?-I cannot be positive as to the amount.
·
1053. Did you receive as much.as you received from Captain Cole?-No, it would
not come to so much as that I should say.
1054. How much do you suppose about ?-Perhaps from £80 to .£100.
1055. During the year ?-Yes, I think it would be at that rate, but it was only for
a portion of the time we were very busy. ·
. '1056. Then you probaplyreceived from ·£80 to £100 from casual parties, and from
.Cole, Bruce and Norton about £100 ?-Yes.
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Mr. Thomas Dryborough further examined.
1057. Previously to July last you were landing surveyor here ?-Yes.
1058. That was under the old system, was it not, of .the landing surveyor keeping a.
check on the Collector's accounts ?-Yes.
·1059. Did_yo.u keep that check, did it devolve upon you ?-Yes, the cash was kept
in the usual way, and the daily and weekly checks, comparison of balances, and so on,
performed by us, chiefly by Mr. Down, but occasionaJly when I happened to be in the office I
did it.
.
1060. Was the book kept up day by day at the close of each day ?-Yes.
1061. And compared with the Collector's cash book ?-And compared with the
Collector's cash book.
'
1062. Which of the landing surveyors called the quarter book over with the
Collector, or did the landing surveyor call the books over at all with the Collector ?-I have
never called it over with him.
1063. D~d Mr. Down call it over ?-No; it was done by some of the clerks in the
office.
1064. Are you aware whether the quarter book and sheets were much in arrear?. Yes; they were several quarters in arrear. · At the beginning of 1854 they were in arrear
for three quarters, to the best of my recollection.
.
1065. From your experience as landing surveyor, was there any great difficulty in that
system to ·require a change in the mode of cliecking the Collector's accounts ?-No, I did not
see any necessity for it; of course it was a matter of surprise that the old system should be
abandoned.
·
·
.
1066. How do you account for those arr~ars occurring ?-It was from the extraordinary pressure of business that occurred in the year 1853, and in 1852 also.
1067. When was this duty taken off from the landing surveyors ?-The new arrangement came into operation about July,J854; at the time of my joining at the end of 1853
there were considerable arrears.
·
1068. In July, 1854, when the change was -made, were there any arrears of any
·particular consequence ?~No; I think they were pretty well got up then.
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1069. Before they were transferred to the jerquer ?-Yes.
Mr. Dr~borougn,
1070. Will you be sure they were got up ?-I will not be positive, but I know great 2nd"'tr";;:;;,~8ss.
efforts were made after the additions to the departments in clerical assistance.
1071. It is understood from you, that notwithstanding the great magnitude of the
work at the port in every shape, you would not anticipate ·any difficulties from the arrangement being continued: that is, the old arrangement of the landing surveyor being a check
upon the Collector, with an additional clerk ?-With an additional clerk I think it could be
managed.
·
1072. Is there any advantage, do.you think, deriv:ed from the present system over
the old one ?-I do not think so; in my opinion there is none.
10'73 .. The check is not more complete, you think, under the present system than
under the old one ?-Not more complete. I refer only to the revenue cash book.
1074. Not to the contingent .cash book, or other cash books ·which may be in
existence ?-No, I refer only to the revenue cash book.
1075. In fact, that book which, according to the Commissioners of Customs'
instructions, is required to be kept by the landing s~rveyor ?-Yes.
1076. In the general working of the department can you suggest any improvement
whereby th'e public business can be facilitated as to settling disputed questions or any other
question that may arise-is there any improvement you can suggest in the transaction of
public business in the Custom House ?-No, I am not aware at ~resent; nothing occurs to
me to suggest.
·
1077. Is there anything which can be adopted which can cause any reduction of
labor on the part of merchants, either in making the entries or anything to facilitate the
conduct of the business ?-Nothing occurs to me at the moment to suggest on that point.
1078. Will you state what is the mode adopted as regards the shipping of goods and
the clearance of a vessel ?-Entries are passed for goods outwards, and these are forwarded
to one of the officers who attends to the shipment. With respect to free goods, it is taken
for granted, and the officer is not required to see them; but of course with dutiable goods,
these documents are all returned, endorsed, " Shipped," before the vessel is cleared.
1079. Does the shipping officer give those warrants endorsed to the merchants'
clerks ?-No.
1080. Then they are detained till one of the messengers comes from the Custom
House ?-I suppose that generally he has notice when the vessel is about clearing out, and he
sends them specially to the Custom House; or if the messenger happened to be there, they
would be put into the slip for the conveyance of that officer's documents.
1081. Otherwise he employs a weigher to bring them up ?-YeS.
1082. Do you see any objection to the warrants being given to the merchants'
· clerks?-Yes; it has led to considerable inconvenience; they have been mislaid.
1083. By the clerk ?-l~y the clerk.
1084. Have you not had many instances the other way-'-that vessels have been detained in consequence of the warrants being lost by the landing waiters ?-We have had all
sorts of complaints, of course, but I think it is objectionable to allow the mercliants' clerks
to have them.
· 1085. Do you not think it is the interest of that clerk t<> be most careful, he being
anxious to clear the vessel ?-But then there are a variety of documents; that is, supposing
there was only one, unless the whole are forwarded to the office that one is of no use.
1086. A plan which appears feasible would be for the clearing clerk, in. the first instance, before he clears at the Custom House, to go to the officer and collect all his outward
entries, and then come up and prepare his papers with the outward 'entries ; do not you
think that would be better than waiting for a messenger, or some chance way of
the
t.
documents up to the Custom House?-We have known instances where they have
1087. And at the same time there have been instances of their having been lost under
your system ?-Yes, they have been mislaid.
1088. Do not you think the merchant's clerk would be very particular to take care
of the entries-that there would be more interest in doing so on his part than on the part of
a Custom House messenger ?-That may be.
1089. Do you know whether it was the practice at all for landing waiters to undertake
to work over time without the consent of the landing surveyor, and afterwards to get that
confirmed by the landing surveyor ?-1'hat has been done but very rarely; only in some
special case of necessity.
1090. What necessity would justify· that ?-For instance, I would say that one of
Cole's steamers came unexpectedly to his dock, perhaps about four o'clock.
1091. Would .it not be better. to allow in that case the goods to remain on board the
lighter all night sealed up ?-It so rarely happens that in urgent cases where it has happened
it has been sanctioned.
.
1092. 'Is there no check upon the landing waiter doing it; has he no instructions to
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the contrary?-He has no direct instructions to the contrary, but it is understood to be
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1093. Still he is allowed to do it_..;.that is to say, a landing waiter doing it would not
be brought up for it in any way, it being the custom of the port ?-Of course he would be
guided very much by the circumstances attending the case; for instance, one of Cole's lighters
might be wanted to be off early in the morning, and it is represented to be a matter of
considerable importance.
1094. Do not you think it ex ses the landing waiter very much, he may be turned
round upon ; the practice may beJeg
by the sanction of the superior officers in one case,
and in another case it may not, and a man may get into difficulty. Would it not be better
that all such applications should go through one regular form ?-Decidedly. .
· 1095. The application being kept distinct from the landing branch, and that, if the
Collector were not present himself, the approval should be given by the chief clerk ?-That
would be better.
· 1096. And that before and not after the work is done ?-Yes.
1097. Do you know any of the particulars of the arrangement of :Mr. Mouritz which
has been referred to ?-No, I do not even know the sum.
.
1098. You know that there was .an arrangement?-! knew that there was an
·
arrangement.
1099. Do you kno\1 whether it was done through the Collector ?-It was acknowledged
I believe ; it was in operation when I arrived.
Mr. R.
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Mr. Robert "McKay examined.
1100. You are tide inspector and landing surveyor at Williamstown ?-Yes.
.
1101. How long have you been in the service altogether ?-Ten years and two
months.
·1102. That is including your servi<le in Hobart Town ?-Yes.
• 1103. Were you not Collector's clerk in Hobart To"'n ?-Yes.
1104. For how many years ?-About five years and a half.
1105. And the remainder of the time here in your present office ?-Yes.
1106. You have an office at Williamstown ?-Yes.
1107. Have you any clerks ?-One.
1108. Is the whole department at Williamstown under your control and inspectiori?Yes.
1109. How ~any tide surveyors have you ?-Five at present.
.
1110. Is the Sandridge department under your inspection ?-Those on shore are not.
.
1111. Do you consider the number of tide waiters at Williamstown sufficient for the
duties : there are twenty-four, are there not?-Yes ; but they are not sufficient if the present ·
system is to be fully carried out.
1112. How many would you consider sufficient ?-It is scarcely possible to say, the
business. of the Bay being so fluctuating. At one time we had upon an average (during the
latter half of 1852, and during the first half of 1853) from 120 to 150 ships daily
discharging from distant ports, exclusive of those from the neighbouring colonies.
llHt What are the specific dutieB of the tide surveyors ?-'rhe Bay is divided into
five districts, and each tide surveyor has charge of the vessels in one ·of these districts. He
has from eight to ten vessels, as the case may be, under his direction. He h3;s charge of'
t~e district .during the whole day, and has to overlook the discharge of these vessels. He
places an officer on board each ship discharging, ·and whenever a ship arrives he has to rummage and seal the stores, and issue them as required, and distribute the entries.
1114. no you mean that the entries themselves go on board, or are there landing
orders ?-There used to be landing orders,· but now there is an additional copy of the entry
for the tide surveyor.
1115. You only get one copy ?-Only one. ·
.
1116. Is that' sent by the Collector?-Yes.
1H7. You do not send the landing order from that; you send the document itself on
board the ship ?-Yes, that is the authority for discharging.
· .
1118. How often are .these warrants sent down to you from .the Custom House?They come down about six o'clock every evening.
1H9. Once a day only?-Yes.
1120. And when are they delivered on board the ship ?-:About half"past seven
o'•clock the next morniQg; they are all copied that night in books in the office. The clerk
is on duty till ten o'clock at night.
·
'
· . 1121. What is the object of their being copied ?-In case ·Of any being lost,or going
astray.
·
. 112~. When the entry is completed by the 9fficer on board the ship ,does the entry
come ·back to you ?-They all come back.

